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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The author, while doing municipal consulting work, had noted 
numerous inefficiencies in clerical methods and procedures, and had 
wondered how widespread these inefficiencies were among the towns and 
cities of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. This research project, there-
fore, was undertaken to determim.e the relative efficiency or inefficiency 
of clerical procedures in the municipalities of the Commonwealth. 
It was believed that such a project would be of value and that 
it would disclose certain areas in which clerical inefficiencies were es-
pecially evident. It was realized that some of these inefficiencies are 
perhaps inherent in municipalities because of voter failure to appropriate 
necessary funds; be_cause of inadequate equipment; because of poorly paid 
and possibly poorly trained employees; and, to a large extent, because of 
a lack of a centralized control over clerical functions. 
Importance of the Problem 
In the aggregate, municipalities of the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts constitute a business whose size is exceeded by very few com-
mercial corporations. Tax revenues, derived from properties with valuations 
of nearly $12 billion, amounted to more than $887 milliozt in 1961. And tax 
revenue is but a portion, though a large one, of the total intake of munici-
palities. The tax revenue ranged in 1961 from $11,325 for the tiny (42 
people) town of Mount Washington to $14S million for the City of Boston. 2 
This is big business and may be likened to a huge corporation 
with some 350 branches located around the state. The branches, though 
pretty much centralized and autonomous within themselves, are subject to 
overall restrictions and procedures prescribed by the General Laws of 
Massachusetts. As far as clerical procedures are concerned, the towns are 
subject to the administration of the Bureau of Accounts of the Department 
of Corporations and Taxation of Massachusetts. 
With an ever-increasing population, the tax collecting probl,em 
becomes more acute each year. The increase means added burdens for the 
clerical employees of those municipalities which are sharing in the in-
creased population. More employees are needed to handle the additional 
work and municipal budgets are growing; hence, the tax rates are also 
increasing. 
If efficiencies and cost savings could be instituted, some of 
the additional work could be absorbed by the existing clerical force; in 
fact, it is conceivable that fewer employees could do more work through 
the use of proper equipment and clerical procedures. 
Hence, the need for clerical cost savings in the municipalities 
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts is acute. It is hoped that the broad 
and overall survey of this research project will be able to point to some 
of those areas of apparent inefficiencies. The cure, however, rests with 
each municipality which, in many instances, may have no inkling that it is 
using inefficient methods, and which might be exceedingly reluctant to take 
corrective action, if it did know. 
Method of Proc edur.e 
" Two basic decisions had to be made for the research project. The 
first was what functional areas of clerical workahoUld be covered and the 
second was how many towns should be included in the sample. 
10. 
In solving the first, it was decided to concentrate on those 
areas of municipal work which involved the most paper work. This was de-
termined te be (1) the preparation and collection of taxes and water rates, 
and (2) the recording and handling of basic bookkeeping information. 
In solving the second, it was decided that no purpose would be 
served in surveying the smaller towns, some of which, as a spokesman of the 
Massachusetts Bureau of Accounts said, somewhat facetieusly, keep their 
records in a cigar box. It was, therefore, decided to concentrate on towns 
and cities with populations in excess of 10,000. 
Mr. James J. Costello, the President of the Massachusetts Munici-
pal Auditors and Accountants Association kindly offered the use of that 
society's membership list which comprises municipal accountants and audi-
tors~ This appeared an ideal method of getting the questionnaire dis-
tributed; accordingly, envelopes, provided by the author, were addresso-
graphed for the municipalities selected. 
There are approximately 100 towns in Massachusetts with popu-
lations in excess of 10,000 persons; 103 questionnaires were mailed out as 
indicated in Table I. Of these, 56 were returned and analyzed. Four ad-
ditional questionnaires were returned after the analysis work was completed; 
these were not included since their coatents were similar to many others 
included. As a final result, nearly 60'/o of the municipalities completed 
and returned the questionnaire. 
The actual questionnaire is included as Exhibits I through V of 
tbis repert,. Its content wa·s: designed by the author and reviewed by Mr. 
James Costello, Accountant of the Town of Winchester. An attempt was made 
to explore broad areas only and to simplify the questionnaire to the extent 
l:l:. 
possible. A standard form was ~sed for each tax area and checking boxes 
were provided wherever possible. 
Cities 
Towns 
TABLE I 
MlJNICIPALITIES INCLUDED IN ST!JRVEY 
Questiennaires 
Number Returned 
Total Mailed Number Per Cent 
39 39 20 52% 
3l2 64 36 56% 
~35=l~--~l~03~------~5~6- 54% 
Sources: 
Massach~setts Public Document Ne. 79 
Questiennaire 
12. 
CHAPTER II 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
Despite the fact that real estate taxes account for nearly 85% 
of the total tax levy of municipalities in the Commonwealth of Massa-
cbusetts, the record-keeping function for this tax is no more exacting 
or important than that of poll taxes, personal property taxes, and motor 
vehicle excise taxes. The General Laws of the Commonwealth require that 
detailed a.E.€1. precise records be maintained for each. Hence, it would 
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
PROPERTY VALUATION AND TAX LEVY FOR 1961 
Real estate 
Motor vehicle 
Personal property 
Poll 
Property 
Valuation 
$9,1,.48,£0,511 
'1,410,274,413 
918,693,201 
$11,777,828,125 
''' 
'.' 
Tax Levy 
.Amount Per Cent 
$740,535,636 83.5% 
78,522,047 8.9 
65,438,283 7-3 
2 902 ~4 ·~ 
1960 figures; 1961 not fully committed. 
TABLE II Source: Public Document #791 
appear tba.t the clerical cost per dollar of real estate tax collected 
would be sharply lower than that of, as an example, poll taxes. 
Although the General Laws require the assessors to prepare tax 
lists3 and to commit them to th~ tax collectors on warrants,4 they do not 
indicate the clerical methods by which this should be accomplished. Be-
cause of this, the methods used differ among the various municipalities. 
. ! 
~3 .• 
Valuation Lists 
With respect to real estate taxes the General Laws3 require that 
the assessors maintai-~, for public scrutiny, a valuation list of all tax-
payers, showing, for any one year> the name of the taxpayer, the description 
of the property being assessed, the valuation of the land, the valuation of 
the building (if any), and the tax assessed. The valuation list of the Town 
of Brookline is included as Exhibit VI, page 10~ of this report. 
REAL ESTATE· TAX 
Information on Commitment Sheet 
Is information the same as on valuation sheet? 
1. Yes • • • • • •. 45 
2. No • • • • • • • • 11 
If the answer is No: 
1. Is the commitment sheet prepared as a separate 
operation from the valuation sheet? 
a. Yes • • • • .. • . . • l 
b. No • • • • • • 10 
TABLE III Source~ Questionnaire 
Commitment to Tax Collector 
The law5' requires that the tax list be committed on a warrant to 
the tax collector for collection. The tax collector, who cannot be the same 
person as the assessor, is responsible for computing any interest, charges 
or fees, and for applying abatements against the taxes levied by the assessors; 
therefore, the records maintained by the tax collector must show, as a minimum, 
the name of the taxpayer, the tax assessed, and the above information. See 
Exhibit VII, page le6, for a sample of the commitment list of the Town o:f 
Brookline. 
Information on Commitment Sheet 
The survey indicated many inefficien~ clerical methods; however, 
all of the municipalities as shown on Table III, page 13, reported that they 
prepared the valuation sheet and the commitment sheet at the same time and 
in one operation. Clerically this means that the municipalities have recog-
nized the savings inherent in the principal of integrated data processing. 
This principal is described as nthe automatic copying or posting of business 
papers or records beginning with the creation of the original data medium 
and continuing through the preparation of the reports for management. n7 
It is interesting to note from Table VIII, page 24, that the sur-
vey indicated that 44 or nearly 80.% of the municipalities used carbon paper 
to achieve this integration, thus indicating that 20.% used other methods. 
This is further discnssed on page 21 of this paper. 
Of the 56 towns replying to the survey, eleven (20%) indicated 
that the information on the valuation list, as retained in the assessors' 
office, was different from that on the commitment list rendered to the tax 
collector. 
In such instances, the valuation lists showed the name of the 
taxpayer, the location of the property being assessed, the valuation of 
the land and of the buildings (if any), and the amount of the tax levied. 
On the other hand, the commitment list denoted the taxpayer's name and the 
total tax levied, and also had provision for interest, charges, fees and 
abatements, and for posting the date and amount paid.* 
It should be noted. that it is more costly to design and print 
forms with different information on each form. It is, therefore, e:xac0.uraging 
*See Exhi1Dits VI and VII, pages 105 and 106. 
15~ 
to note that 45 (SO%) of the towns surveyed indicated that the information 
on the valuation and commitment lists was identical. 
Even for those towns which had different information on the valu-
ation list from that on the commitment list, certain information was common 
to both lists; to this extent, there was an integrated process. 
A lone town (Rockland) reported that the valuation and the com-
mitment lists were prepared as separate operations. The tovm1s comment on 
the questionnaire was· 11valuation sheet is itemized account - commitment 
sheet is for money onlyu. 
Preparat.ion of Documents 
The tax collector is charged with the responsibility of collecting 
the real estate taxes committed to him by the assessors, and of paying over 
the taxes and interest collected to the city or town treasurer.'~ There is, 
however, no indication in the law concerning how the taxpayer is to be billed 
or who shall prepare the bill. It is possible, therefore, to utilize inte-
grated data processing further and to prepare the bills at the same time as 
the valuation/ commitment lists. 
In such a case it must be pointed out that the tax collector must 
assure himself that the bills received from the assessors are actual dupli-
cates of the detail on the commitment lists. 
As indicated by Table IV, only eighteen municipalities (32%) of 
those reporting utilized a completely integrated system by preparing the 
valuation sheet, the commitment sheet, and the bill in one operation. In 
each instance, the integration was accomplished by atilizing one of several 
electric bookkeeping machines* which have the capability of typimg both 
alphabetical and numerical information, and of totalling selected figures 
*See page 17 fer further discussion 
(e.g., the tax levy on each property, or the total tax) in accumulating 
registers. Although the survey did not develop this point, a subsequent 
contact with one of these municipalities indicated that the data for this 
integrated operation were imprinted on the forms directly from master cards 
kept in the assessors• office for each taxable piece of property. 
The majority (33) of the municipalities reporting indicated that 
the valuation sheets and commitment sheets were prepared in one operation 
. REAL . ESTATE TAX 
. . ' .• ,• : . . ~ ' .. 
Preparation of Valuation Sheet 1 Commitment Sheet. and Tax Bill 
Number of operations required: 
l. Three separate operations • • • 5 
2. Two operations • • • • • • .33 
a. Valuation/commitment sheet as one 
operation and bill as separate 
operation 
• • • • • • 33 b. Commitment sheet and bill as one 
operation and valuation sheet as 
separate operation • • • 0 
.3. One operation • • • • • 18 
TABLE IV Source: Questionnaire 
and that the bills were prepared separately; however, sixteen (50%) of these 
put basic data on the valuation/commitment sheet, and on the bill through 
the use of addressing equipment (Addressograph or Elliott). To a large 
extent these municipalities were utilizing integrated data processing; how-
ever, unlike those who did the entire committing and billing function in 
one operation, they were forced to handle and process basic documents twice 
(i.e., the commitment/valuation sheet, and the bill). 
17. 
Some inefficiency was indicated by the seventeen municipalities 
which prepared the commitment/valuation sheet as one operation and the.bill 
as a separate operation, but which did not use addressing equipment.· With-
out exception, these mUnicipalities used typewriters for preparing the forms 
rather than bookkeeping machines or tabulating equipment. 
By ignoring the advantages of integrated data processing, these 
municipalities add to their clerical costs in several ways: 
(1) Each sheet must be totalled on an adding machine in 
order to prove the entire real estate commitment. 
(2) The tax bills must be proofread against the valuation 
listing. 
(3) The· tax bills nmst be added separately to assure that 
the entire tax levy was being billed. 
Five communities used three separate operations for preparing 
these forms; one (Agawam) indicated that two original lists (valuation and 
commitment) were desired. Allcfive, however, used an Addressograph machine 
for basic data, although a typewriter was used for variable information. 
Surprisingly, one of the five was the City of Cambridge which indicated 
that there were three separate operations with Addressograph and type-
writer being used. This would ind.icate that the size of the municipality 
was not the criterion with respect to efficient or inefficient operation. 
Machines Used 
An analysis of the machines'.used by the municipalities is shown 
·on Table V. Of the 25 municipalities which used bookkeeping machines, 
. . . 
twenty used either Burroughs (12) or National Cash Register (8) machines. 
Three used Remington Rands which have.not beenmanufactured for about -_ten 
years. The other two used an Underwood-Srmdstrand and an Elliott-Fisher, 
18. 
each old and not now manufactured. 
Ten municipalities reported that they utilized punched-card 
equipment--five International Business Machines and three Remington Rand 
installations. At least one of these municipalities used an IBM service 
bureau to process its documents rather than to rent its own equipment. 
Fermat of Tax Bills 
The General Laws require that the Assessor commit the real estate 
tax to the tax cellector who shall collect the tax and any interest; how-
ever, since there is no stipulation that the tax collector must physically 
. REAL ESTATE TAX 
Machines Used 
Typewriter • • • 
Bookkeeping machines • 
Punched-card machi:ae • 
Addressograph. • • 
TABLE V 
• • • 
• • 
• • 
.. .. 
• .. • 20 
• • • 25 
• • • 12 
.. . .. 7 
Source: Questionnaire 
prepare the bills, they were prepared by the assessor in ma.IilY co.mmunities 
at the same time as the valuatioa./commitment sheet. In 'such instances, 
it was the practice of the c0llector to total, on an adding machine, the 
bills committed to him and to verify the total against the total tax. com-
mitted on the warrant. This, with reliance on the method of preparation, 
assured that all dollars committed were billed to some taxpayer. 
Once again the law is not definitive with respect to the type 
of bill to be prepared, nor with respect to the number of copies; hence, 
the type of bill and the number. of copies prepared differs among communit±.es. 
Some standardization is eviaent, however, since the Commissioner of Accounts 
of tNe Commonwealth of Massachusetts must approve all forms of the munici-
palities~10 Samples of tax bills used by certain municipalities are shown 
• 
as Exhibits VIII tar0ugh XIV on pages il..O~ and :iL13. 
REAL ESTATE TAX 
Format of Tax Bill 
Two-part form .. • • • • • • • 
1. Demand copy prepared only::.c.as 
in a separate operation 
requirecl. and 
a. Yes • • • • • • 
b. No ~ • 
2. If answer is Yes, demand copy is: 
a. One-part form. • • • 
b. Two-part form. • • • 
Three-part form • • • .. • • • 
l. Third part is used as de:ma.Iad copy 
a. Yes • • • • 
b. No .. • • • • • • 
5 
0 
4 
1 
• 
12 
0 
Four-part form • • • • • • • • 
1. Two parts are used as demand copies 31 
2. Two parts to taxpayer, one part is 
demand copy • • • • • • 7 
Five-part form • .. • • • 
5 
1 
TABLE VI Source: Questionnaire 
Real estate taxes remaining uapaid after November first of the 
year in which they are payable are subject to interest computed from 
October first at four per cent per annum.1;t. In the case of unpaid bills, 
the taxpayer is notified by a lldemandu notice which lists the tax dl!l.e, 
interest charges, and fees.* 
Wsee, for example, Exhibit VIII, page 107. 
20. 
Because of the anticip~tedneed for a demand copy, the great 
majority (50) of the reporting municipalities used either a three or a 
four-part bill. One part was commonly sent to the taxpayer, one part re-
maining in the assessors' office as a file copy to be removed when payment 
was made, and one or two copies being retained for demand purposes. In 
the case of the four-part bill, one of the demand copies was usually sent 
to the taxpayer when needed and the other was retained by the collector as 
a file copy. 
Fourteen municipalities use a three-part bill, using the third 
p:3.rt as a demand copy. This obviously provides a savings in form design 
and forms handling over those communities which use four-part forms. 
Of the 36 towns which prepared four-part bills, six sent two 
p:3.rts to the taxpayer at the time of original billing. This, in effect, 
placed these towns in the same category as those which prepared three-part 
forms. The taxpayer returned one part with his payment and retained one 
for his personal records. 
Five towns prepared only two copies of the bill, one going to 
the taxpayer and one remaining as a file copy. This would indicate that 
at the time of preparing the demand copy it was necessary to review the 
file of unpaid bills and to prepare o~iginal demands. In four of the five 
cases, the demand was a one-part form; in the fifth it was a two-part form. 
The decision to prepare original demand copies can be made by 
surveying past years to determine the frequency of demands in relation to 
total bills rendered. Once surveyed, it is a matter of economics to de-
termine whether it is less costly to prepare a m)nim'?ID of demands or to 
provide the demand copy as one of the parts of the original bill. The 
21 ... 
former method would result in a savings of forms and the latter is a savings 
of clerical time. 
As between three- and four-part forms, it is rather difficult to 
justify the four-part form where two parts were used as demand. It would 
seem reasonable that many more towns could use a three-part form quite as 
well as a four-part bill. On the far end of the specti'\llll is one tovm 
(Framingham) which used a five-part form, three parts becoming the demand 
copies.·* 
REAL ·ESTATE ·TAX · · 
-
.- .: ~ 
Duplicating Process 
Carbonned forms used • • • • 
NCR (No Carbon Required) paper used. 
Single copy with attached stub • • 
TABLE VII 
Duplicating Process 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 45 
• 10 
• 1 
Source: Questionnaire 
NCR (No Carbon Required) paper is a patented process whereby, by 
means of specially treated paper, duplication from one document to another 
is accomplished without the use of carbon paper.l2 Typewriter or pen 
pressure on the original sheet of an NCR form releases microscopic glob~es 
of a chemical which turns a color when it strikes a clay-like substance on 
the duplicate sheet reproducing the impression on the original. Though the 
preparation of forms containing such paper commands a premium price of as 
much as 20%> over a carbonned form, eleven municipalities (20%) used the 
paper for their real estate tax bills. 
*See Exhibit XIV, page ll3. 
'. 
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All other municipalities (44) except one, used carbonned :forms, 
. 
the majority with one-time, snap-out carbons which are inserted as a part 
of the bill set when manufactured. The one town (Easthampton) mentioned 
above used a single copy form with an attached stab. Since the town used 
a typewriter in preparing its real es~ate forms, the effect was the same 
as preparing the bill twice. 
.• 23. 
CHAPI'ER III 
Pt>LL TAXES 
The poll tax has remained at the fixed ameunt of $2.00 since it 
was devised in l78o13 by the Colonial legislat~e as a substantial source 
of revenue. In the first year the statute. was enacted, the poll tax eel-
lections accounted for 14% of the entire revenue of the Commonwealth. In 
l960, the revenues fromp~ll taxes amounted to $3,000,000, a mere .3%* of 
the tax revenues of the municipalities cmd les~ than .l% of the everall 
Commonwealth revenues. 
A review of Chapters 50-61 of the General Laws of Massachusettsl4 
indicated 46 separate sections in whicl:l p(j)ll tax assessment, alDatement, and 
collection was discussed. 
Despite the fact that the revenue from poll taxes is so insig-
nificant, the cost of processing the valuation and commitment lists, and 
the billing is lDasically the same as that of any other tax. 
Table VIII, page 24, was prepared te illustrate that the cost of 
collecting poll taxes in today1 s society is beginning to approach the revenue 
derived from this source. The schedule depicts broad figures only and 
includes only these costs which seemed directly attrilDutable to the effort to 
collect tax monies. A detailed study was n0t made te determine the exact 
applicability of these figures. 
It is noted that the clerical cost of processing each bill in the 
town is nearly $l.OO. Since the revenue from each poll tax is but $2, the 
impact is obvious. The impact is worsened considerably when it is realized 
that ab~mt lO% of the poll taxes are abated (veterans, over 65 years of age, 
*See Table II, page 12 • 
.. 
poverty, absence, etc.), 15 and thus never result in revenues. 
The laws dictating the processing o:f poll taxes are in every way 
as stringent as :for any other tax or excise and the same clerical carecmust 
be exercised for poll taxes as for the other taxes. 
TCNJN OF WINCHESTER 
Clerical Cost of Processing Bills in 1961 
Assessors 
Collector 
General services 
Accounting 
Total 
Bills processed in 1961: 
Motor vehicle excise 
Water rates 
Real estate taxes 
Poll taxes 
Miscellaneous 
Salaries 
and 
menses 
,200* 
. 17 ,eoo 
7,100 
18,900 
$57,2oo 
Personal property taxes 
Total 
Costs Directly 
Applicable to the 
Bill'Processing Function 
Per Cent** Amount 
Bo% $ll,36o 
90% . 15,300 
80% 5,680 
10% 1,890 
$34,230 
11,000 
10,500 
6,300 
5,200 
1,200 
300 
34,soo 
*Does not include salaries of assessors 
**Estimated 
Cost per bill: $34,230 34,500 = $0.99 
TABLE VIII Source: Town of Winchester, James J. Costello, 
Town Accountant 
Hence, despite the fact that poll taxes account for only .3% of 
the municipal revenues :from taxes,* they require about 15% o:f the clerical 
cost of processing all documents. 
* See Table II, page 12. 
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Because the cost o:f collecting poll taxes is very high in pro-
portion to the revenues derived, it would appear especially necessary :for 
each town to employ the most e:f:ficient methods possible. The survey, how-
ever, indicated that, in many instances, the opposite was true. 
Once a clerical method or procedure is installed in any business, 
it is o:ften di:f:ficult to change it :for a more economical or e:f:ficient 
operaticm. There is a natural human tendency to resist change; in addition, 
POLL TAX 
Information on Commitment Sheet 
Is it the same as on.valuation sheet1 
L Yes 52 
4 2. No 
I:f answer is No: 
l. Is commitment sheet prepared as a separate 
operation :from valuation sheet? 
a. Yes 1 
b. No 3 
TABLE IX Source: Questionnaire 
changes o:ften req:aire an initial outlay o:f money :for equipment, etcetera. 
To get authorizations :for suchil!Outlays is a serious and di:f:ficult task; in 
a manicipality it is even worse. Hence, because o:f resistance to change or 
lack o:f :funds, many municipalities may be using clerical methods that are 
decades eld. 
Information on Commitment Sheet 
As indicated on Table IX, the overwhelming majority (99%) o:f the 
municipalities took advantage o:f the economies o:f integrated data processing 
by preparing the commitment/valuation lists at tne same time. In three 
instances (Belmont, Chicopee, and Gardner) the commitment list showed no 
valuation. It is di:f:ficult to justify why this value was omitted; however, 
26. 
this would result in no loss of processing efficiency since the poll tax 
is at a flat rate of $2.00 per taxpayer. 
A rather unusual approach was indicated by the Town of Danvers 
which stated that the commitment list was prepared as a separli.te operation 
from the valuation list but that the information was the same on each sheet. 
Such duplication of effort would appear to be highly inefficient; however~ 
POLL. TAX 
Preparation of Commitment Sheet, Valuation Sheet, and Tax Bill 
NUJ!lber of operations required: 
1. Three separate operations .... • .. 3 
2. Two operations • • • • • 37 
a. Valuation/commitment sheet as one 
operation and bill as separate 
operation .. • • .. ! 37 
b,. Commitment sheet and bill as 
one operation and valuation 
sheet as separate operation • 9 
3. One operation • • • .. • 
' 
16 
TABLE X Source: Questionnaire 
a further study of the questionnaire indicated that Danvers uses a punched-
. I 
card operation (IBMO. It would appear, therefore, that the cards were 
processed twice to obtain the commitment and the valuation sheets. A logical 
question could be raised concerning why a carbonned form was not used to 
produce the commitment/valuation sheet in one operation. 
Preparation of Documents 
In preparing the valuation sheet, colnmi.tment sheet, and bill., 
three municipalities (4%) required three operations; 37 (65%) required two; 
and 16 (2:8~) required a single operation. 
The three municipalities which indicated that they required three 
separate operations to generate their forms should be studied further. The 
Town of Agawam indicated that the commitment and valuation sheets were o~gi­
nals; therefore, the preparation of the bill would constitute the third oper-
ation,. Some efficiency was present, however, since an .Addressograph machine 
was used for each operation. The questionnaire did not disclose why a carbon-
ned form was not used.·. 
POLL TAX 
Machines Used 
Typewriter 
·• ·• 
,. 
• 
,. ~ • • .. • 22: 
Bookkeeping machine • • • • • .. • • 14 
Punched-card machine • • ·! • • • • 9 
Addressing machine • • • • • ·• ~ ll 
TABLE XI Source: Questionnaire 
The City of Cambridge likewise indicated three operations and the 
use of an .Addressograph machine. There was, however, an apparent contradiction 
(which was not resolved) in that the questionnaire stated that the commitment/ 
valuation sheets were prepared as one operation. 
The Town of Rockland indicated that the valuation sheet was an 
itemized account but that the commitment sheet was for money only. ThFee 
operations were required to produce the documents, and a typewriter was used. 
On the surface, ':Phis appeared to be by far the least efficient operation 
of the 56 reporting municipalities.., 
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Machines Used 
The .following is an analysis of the machines used by the 37 
municipalities which required two operations: 
Typewriter ,. 
• • • • .. 20 
Addressograph machine. • • 9 
Punch card machine • • • 7 
Bookkeeping machine 
• • • 1 
Total 21 
The least efficient operation would appear to be the use of a type-
writer. Each of the twenty communities, however, prepared the commitment 
sheet and valuation sheet as one operation, thereby effecting some economy. 
By using the typewriter on two operations, it would appear that there would 
be a necessity of proofreading the bills before mailing, and also the neces-
sity of totalling the columns and the bills, •. 
The use of Addressograph plates for preparing the forms is an 
ingenious and economical method, though probably not as fast an operation 
as would be provided through the use of punched-card equipment. An Addresso-
graph plate is prepared for each taxpayer, showing name and address, and 
the $2.00 charge. 'l'he plates are embossed on the pre-carbonned co~tment/ 
valuation sheets; since most Addressograph machines have the ability to 
consecutively number, the numbers are also printed on the sheets. The bills, 
fed into the machine as a separate operation but using the same plates, are 
numbered in the same fashion and to correspond with the numbers on the sheets. 
Further to expedite the operation, the bills may be obtained from the printer 
in a continuous perforated roll. After imprinting, the individual bills are 
separated and mailed, preferably in window envelopes. 
The bookkeeping machine used by one community (Revere) was a 
Remihgton Rand which hasn:T:t been manufactured in nearly a decade. At best 
this was a relatively slow machine and ha<:l but one advantage - it ·had 
totalling registers. As a pra·ctical matter, it would appear that a type-
writer woUld provide a faster operation for preparing poll taxes than wollld 
this particular bookkeeping machine. 
POLL TAX 
Format of Tax Bills 
Two-part form .. • • • • • • • 
1. Demand copy prepared only as required and in 
a separate operation 
a. Yes .• • • • • 
b., No • • • • • 
2. If answer is Yes, demand copy is 
a. One-part form. • • • 
b. Two-part form. • • • 
Three-part form 0 • .. .. • • • 
1. Third part is used as demand copy 
a. Yes • • • • • • 
b. No • '* • • • 
Four-part form • .. • 
1. Two parts are used as demand copies 
a. Yes • .. • • .  • 
b. No • • • • " 
Five-part form • • • • • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
0, 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
.. 
3 
1 
3 
0 
• 
17 
0 
• 
31 
3 
• 
• 4 
• 17 
• 34 
• 1 
T.ABLE XII Soarce: Questionnaire 
Format of Tax Bills 
. :1-.'' 
In connection with the preparation of poll tax bills, several 
municipalities (Beverly, Brookline, Cambridge, and Winchester) were contacted 
by the author to determine how many demand copies were issued for poll tax 
collections. It was surprising to learn that it was necessary to send d:eliland 
copies to ten to fifteen per cent of the taxpayers. Considering Winchester, 
( 
J 
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a 10% demand would consist of over 500 forms, and a 15% demand nearly SOO~ 
At this point it would seem more practicable to incorporate the demand 
copies as part of the original bill. This was done by the great majority 
(52 or SO%) of those municipalities reporting on the survey. Of the 52, 
17 used a three-part bill and 35 used a four-part bill. 
In every instance, the third part of the three-part bill became 
the demand copy when needed. These towns apparently believed there was no 
necessity of retaining a copy of the demand for file purposes. 
On the other hand, of the 35 muhicipalities using four-part billa, 
the majority used two of the parts for demand copies. Three of these com-
munities indicated that the original of the four-part bill went to the tax-
payer, that two parts were file copies, and that one part was used as a 
demand. The replies did not indicate why two copies were retained as file 
copies. It would appear em the surface that the extra copy would require 
more handling and with the additional forms cost, it would seem to make a 
more costly operation than using a three-part form. 
One municipality (Pittsfield) indicated that a form with a perfo-
rated stub was prepared on a typewriter. Although this city indicated that 
it used two operations to prepare and bill poll taxes, the use of the stub 
would require double typing in and of itself. 
Duplicating Process 
In processing real estate taxes it was noted that 16% of the 
communities used NCR (No Carbon Required) paper; in the case of the poll 
taxes, 29% used NCR paper. This is an indication that the same duplicating 
process is not used consistently in the preparation of all taxes and excises. 
31. 
Again, realizing the necessity of producing all possible economies, 
it is difficult to understand why fourteen municipalities would incur premium 
costs by using NCR paper. 
POLL TAX 
Duplicating Process 
Carbonned farms used .. • • • .. • 40 
NCR (No Carbon Required) paper used. • • l4 
other: 
Stub form • • • • • • ~ • l 
Punch cards • • • • ... • • • l 
TABLE XIIT Source: Questionnaire 
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CHAPTER IV 
PERSONAL PROPERTY 
Tax laws generally provide that returns be made of personal 
property of every kind and character that is subject to taxation. In the 
early days of the general property taxJ the assessment of personal property 
was based largely on the declarations of taxpayers, supplemented by such 
general knowledge of the property in his district as the assessor had or 
might acquire by a casual tour of inspection.l6 
.AI though the General Laws are clear concerning property taxable 
as personal estate, the discovery of such property is much more difficult 
than it is in the case of real property. The law states in general that 
the following are taxable: (1) goods, chattels, money and ships; (2) money 
at interest, and other debts; (3) real estate mortgage loans; and public 
and utility, etc., securities.l7 
In Massachusetts, persons subject to personal property taxation 
are required1S to file with the assessors a list of items and values sub-
ject to taxation. Because of the lack of definiteness concerning exactly 
what personal property is, and who is subject to the tax, it is safe to say 
that much pers·onal property probably escapes taxation.l9 
Personal property taxes provide 7.% of the revenue of municipali-
ties. In 1961 this was about f65 .million based on a valuation of nearly 
tfl9 million.* 
Personal property assessed may be broken down into three broad 
categories: (1) utility (gas, electric, telephone) poles and wires; (2) 
stock in-trade of unincorporated businesses; and (3) personal property of 
* See Table II, page 12. 
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taxpayers in excess of a $5>000 exemption. The first category (utilities) 
accounts for the majority of the personal property revenue. The discovery 
of and the valuation of the other two categories appears to be on a rather 
arbitrary basis with the assessors determining values which may appear 
equitable but which are> notwithstanding~ probably arbitrary.Zl 
PERSONAL. PROPERTY TAX 
Information on Commitment Sheet 
Is it the same as on valuation sheet? 
1. Yes • • • • • • , .. • 
2. No • • • • • • • • • 
If' answer is No: 
1. Is commitment sheet prepared as a separate 
operation from valuation sheet? 
a. Yes • • • • • . . • • 
b. No • • • ,. • • • • 
• 
• 
• 
25 
31 
2 
29 
TABLE XIV Source: Qu.estionnaire 
Information on Commitment Sheet 
The problems involved in'preparing valuation and commitment sheets, 
and in billing personal property taxes are quite different from those of real 
estate and poll taxes. Although the revenue derived from personal property 
is much less than that of real estate, it is far more ( $65 vs. $.3 million) i* 
than that of poll taxes. Nonetheless, there is an inverse relationship 
when it comes to a comparison of bills processed. Referring to the Town of 
Winchester, it is to be noted that a mere 300 personal property tax bills 
were processed in 1961 as compared wit.h 5,200 poll taxes.* 
With the relatively small number of docaments processed, mass 
*See Table II, page 12. 
**See Tab-le VIII, page 24. 
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production methods are not always advisable or the most economical. Hence., 
the survey indicates the use of somel'Ihat more manual as opposed to machine 
methods. This, however> doesn 1t necessarily justify the use of the former, 
particularly when machines and integrated processes are available in other 
taxing areas. 
Of the 56 towns (44%) reporting on the survey, 25 indicated that 
the information on the valuation sheet was the same as that on the commitment 
sheet, whereas 31 (56%) reported that it was not the same. This compares 
with a 45-ll indication for real estate and 52-4 for poll taxes. 
Of the 31 reporting that different information was shown on the 
commitment sheet, 2!) indicated that the latter contained ortcy' the tax com-
mitted and not the detail of the valuation. Since only nine of these mu-
nicipalities did this same thing with respect to real estate taxes, it is 
difficult to reconcile why these municipalities should handle the forms 
differently with respect to personal property taxes3 
That the towns again have recognized the savings inherent in inte-
grated data processing is evident in the fact that only two communities 
prepared the valuation sheet separate from the commitment sheet. Even real-
izing that there are relatively few names on the personal property lists, 
it still requires duplicate effort to prepare separate valuation and commitment 
sheets. 
Needless cost and waste in an operation like this are easy to regard 
as being minor in amount; however, if this added cost is repeated in another 
clerical operation, and if that waste is justified in the same manner, the 
total added cost or waste can often become major - to the extent of requiring 
an additional clerk. 
35o 
Preparation of Documents 
Of the three municipalities which required three separate oper-
ations to prepare the valuation sheet, the commitment sheet, and the bill, 
two used Addressograph machines whereas one (Rockland) utilized a type-
writer. Again, it is rather difficult to visualize why these communities 
did not use carbon paper (or NCR paper) in the preparation of the valu-
ation/commitment sheet. The twwn which performed all three separate oper-
ations on a typewriter certainly seemed to be the farthest away from the 
most efficient operation. 
PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX. 
Preparation of Valuation Sheet, Commitment Sheet. and Tax Bill 
Number 
1. 
2. 
3. 
TABLE XV 
of operations required: 
Three separate operations • • .. , . • 3 
Two operations 
a. Valuation/commitment sheet as one oper-
ation and bill as separate operation. .. 34 
One operation <> 
" • • • 
19 
Source: Questionnaire 
I 
Thirty-four of the municipalities used two operations for pre-
paring personal property tax bills. Of these, 28 used typewriters, three 
used punched-card equipment_, and three used bookkeeping machines. Three 
of those using typewriters supplemented their equipment t.lfuough the use of 
Addressograph machines. It is interesting to note that many of those towns 
with addressing machine equipment did not deem it advisable to utilize the 
equipment in this area of personal property taxes. 
Of the nineteen towns which prepared the valuation sheet, commitment 
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sheet, and bill in one operation, the following machines were used: 
Bookkeeping machine • • • 15 
'IYPewriter • • • • 2 
Punched card • • • • • 2 
19 
In analyzing the methods of processing personal property tax 
bills, it was apparent that, because of the small volume of documents 
ordinarily prepared, many towns used methods which were somewhat inef-
ficient. Even though this can perhaps be ratiopalized on the basis of 
low volume, it would appear that more efficient equipment should be 
PEBBON.AL PROPERTY TAX 
Machines Used 
'IYPewriter • • • ,. • • • • • 29 
Bookkeeping machine • • • • • • lS 
Punched-card machine • .- • • • 6 
Addressing machine • • • • • • 4 
TABLE XVI Source: Questionnaire 
utilized if available; it was in .many instances. Again this tends to 
confirm the suspicion that in some instances, many municipalities have 
failed to provide the most efficient operation. 
Machines Used 
It is to be noted that 2!7 (52%) of the municipalities used type-
writers in the processing of personal property bills and commitment sheets. 
This is . a considerably larger concentration of typewriters than in any 
other of the tax areas surveyed. A part of the reason is perhaps that the 
' I 
volume of personal property transactions is small in relatioN to that of 
the other areas. Whatever the reaso:t;J,:, this cancentr!'l,tion ef typewriters 
indicates a basieally inefficieNt e:p>eration. FiJ;.st, the sbl.eets and bills 
must be proofread against basic documen~s (this ~ould not be necessary if 
an addressing machine were usea). Second, the sheets, and bills, must be 
totalled on adding machines and reconciled to the total commitment (a book-
keeping machine or punched-card machine would do this automatically). Third, 
it was necessary to compute the tax m.ariutally or by reference to a chart. 
Punched-card equipment and many bookkeeping machines have the capability 
of multiplying the tax rate by the valaation thereby automatically de-
termining the tax. 
In eighteen instances mumicipalities used bookkeeping machines 
for processing personal property taxes; in fourteen of these instances, 
the municipalities prepared the valuation sheet, co.mmitment sheet, and tax 
bill in the same operation. The result was, of course, a high degree of 
integration. The use of the machines in such a way, however, meant that 
all detail (e.g.J name and address of taxpayer, property, valuation, etcetera) 
must be copied on the machine from the master cards.. An additional degree 
of integration might be obtained if these- basic data were embosaed on Ad-
dressograph plates. This would then mean that the bookkeeping machines 
would be used for imprinting the basic data, including the valuation, and 
possibly for determining the amount of the tax. 
If punched card equipment is available, as it was in fourteen ef 
the municipalities surveyed, it would seem that the processilag ef the personal 
property tax could have been adapted to t.his eqnpment. Such was not the 
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case, however, since only six of the fourteen had this application. Four 
of th::>se wbi.ch did not use their punched-card equipment for personal proper-
ty taxes, used a bookkeeping machine (Remington Rand) which is slow and 
which is at least ten years old since the company discontinued manufacturing 
these machines at that time. 
·PERSON.AL. ·PROPERTY TAX. 
Format of Tax Bills 
Two-part form • • • • • 
1. Demand copy prepared only as 
and in a separate operation: 
a. Yes • .• • • 
b. No • • • • • 
.. . 
required 
• 
• 
6 
0 
2. If answer is Yes, demand copies: 
a. One-part form. • • 4 
b. Two-part form. • 2 
Three-part form • 
• • • • 
l. Third part is used as demand copy 
a. Yes • • • • 
b. No 
• • ·l' • 
Four-part form • • • • 
l. Two parts are used as demand 
a. Yes • • • 
b. No • • • • • 
Five-part form • 
.. 15 
0 
. .. 
copies 
.28 
• 6 
.. • 
• 6 
15 
• 34 
• l 
TABLE XVII Source: Questionnaire 
Format of Tax Bills 
The content of bills is governed by .a statute22 which requires 
that a1l f<n'nlS relating to taxation be referred to the Commissioner of 
Accounts of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for approval. To this 
extent there is some standardization among the various municipalities. The 
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standardizationJ however, concerns the content of the bills, and not their 
physical shape or structure. Hence_, the bills used vary from two-part forms 
up to, in one instance, a six-part fornl. Samples of various types of forms 
used may be found in Exhibits VIIIthrough XV , pages l07~ll4. 
Granted that the needs of the various towns and cities vary to 
some extent, it is interesting to note the wide variation in the physical 
size of the bills and in the number of copies prepared,. ·It is obvious 
that some of the form designs provide for a greater degree of efficiency 
than do others,. 
Referring to Table XVII, it is noted that ohly six co1IIIID;ini.ties 
prepared personal property tax bills in two parts; each of these municipali-
ties prepared a one-part form for use as a demand copy when such a form was 
needed. This would appear. to be an economical. and efficient approach to 
the billing problem. Using the Town of Winchester as an example_,* of the 
300 personal. property bills rendered in l96l_, only thirty (lO%) required 
demands. It wo\lld appear more economical to prepare thirty original demands 
than to provide the demands in the original sets of bills, thereby requiring 
that some 270 copies be discarded as not needed as demands. This t·ovm., how-
ever, provide two demand copies in its four-part bill .• 
The six communities mentioned above, saw fit to prepare a two-part 
form of the bill with an apparent clerical and forms design savings.. The 
question is naturally raised concerning the real necessity_, other than 
tradition or lack of consideration of the facts, of the other fifty munici-
palities to prepare three-, four-, five-, or even six-part bills~ Though 
the survey made no attempt to uncover the reasons behind the clerical methods 
of the various municipalities..t it can reasonab~ be assumed tbat some lack 
*See Table II, page l2. 
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of efficiency existed in this area. 
Of the municipalities reporting> fifteen prepared three-part 
forms as indicated by Table XVII, page 38,. In each instance one part was: 
used as a demand copy. Again, studies made by these towns may have dis-
closed that it was more economical to provide a demand copy at the time 
of printing the bills than to type up demands only when needed; if so, 
the most economical plan would be_, as these fifteen towns did_, to print 
a single part as a demand copy, 
As had been noted in the case of the real estate and poll taxes., 
the majority (60%) of the municipalities prepared four-part bills_, most 
using two parts as demand. Unless there is some unusual local condition_, 
it is difficult to understand the a.,dvantage of using two parts;, particularly 
l'lhen so many commlllid.ties use a single demand copy. Six. of the towns which 
used four-part fonns kept two parts as file copies and used one part for 
demand purposes_. 
A lone town (Framingham) prepared a five-part form. It is inter-
esting to note that this town also used five-part forms for billing real 
estate and poll taxe&, and motor vehicle excises~ On the questionnaire, 
the town indicated that three parts were being used as demand copies. A 
sample of this form is included as Exhibit XIV, page 33 • 
Duplicating Process 
As indicated by Table XVIII" the great majority (155%) of the 
cities and towns used carbonned forms in processing personal property 
taxes. Six used the more expensive_, but, in some instances_, more convenient, 
NOR paper. One town (Saugus) indicated that it used neither_, giving as an 
explanation 11separate copy11• This cryptic reply would perhaps indicate 
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that it prepared two original copies of the bill on the typewriter that it 
uses~ If so, this appears to be a duplication of effort. 
PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX 
Duplicating Process' 
Carbonned forms used • 
NCR (Nb Carbon Required) 
other • • • • ~ 
TABLE XVIII 
:.. 
paper 
~ 
• 
"' used. 
• 
* 
# 
" 
48 
• • 
.. 6 
• • .. 2 
Source: Questionnaire 
CHAPTER V 
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE 
Concerning the motor vehicle excise, the General Laws23 state, 
in part 11 ........ there shall be assessed and levied in each calendar year 
on every motor vehicle and trailer registerect.,. ..... an excise measured by 
the value thereof, as hereinafter defined and determined~ at the average 
state rate for the calendar year ....... ,.. n. 
Motor Vehicle EKcise Revenue 
The revenues from the motor vehicle excise were nearly $79 
million, about 9% of total revenues from taxation> for the year 1960, the 
latest fully committed excise year. This makes it second to real estate 
tax in dollars derived from taxes and excises~ Table XIX is. presented to 
emphasize the tremendous impact of this excise on the revenues of munici~ 
palities in the past fifteen years. 
Before discussing the clerical processing of the motor vehicle 
excise, it is well to note how an excise differs from a tax such as imposed 
on real estate, polls_, and personal property. Taxes are defined as 11com-
pulsory levies on private units for general governmental purposes. The 
term taxes does not include governmental receipts from borrowing, gifts"' 
rerarations or various direct charges for special services or benefits. 1'"24 
An excise, on the other hand, is a tax, or levy, on the purchase, production, 
and sale of commodities.25 It is thenJ in effect, a specialized type of 
It is to be noted from table XIX that the number of vehicles 
taxed has increased 2! times in fifteen .years; that the total value has 
increased fourteen times, though the. average value has gained only five 
times; and finally, and mst important from. a r.evenue viewpoiiilt, that the 
total excise committed has increased a whopping 26 times (the average 
excise per vehicle has g0ne up about ·eleven times). 
Total 
Year Number 
1945 904,588 
1946 1,073,627 
1947 1,206,200 
. 1948 1,300,860 
1949 1,454,816 
1950 1,605,024 
1951 1,639,580 
1952 1,622,556 
1953 1, 720,393 
1954 1,813, 730 
1955 1,931,892 
1956 1,878,983 
1957 2,118,179 
1958 2,094, 793 
1959 2,225,339 
1960 2,354,100 
TABLE XIX 
COMMONWEALTH OF'MASSACHUSETTS 
Motor Vehicle and Trailer Excise 
Total 
Value 
$ 107,459~·017 . 
197,104,291 
3 57,874,869 
469,816,669 
613' 880, 668 
752,779,680 
771,03 5, 506 
754,250,517 
829' 598,760 
905,931,517 
1,042,182,678 
1, 097' 7 48,386 
1,231,550,311 
1,168,080,315 
1,280,393,650 
1,410,274,413 
Average 
Value 
$117.89 
183.-59 " 
296.70 
361.16 
421.97 
469.01 
470.26 
464··85 
482.21 
501.60 
539.46 
584.22 
581.40 
557.61 
575.34 
599!07 
Total 
Excise 
$ 3,145, 980.~3 
5,053',905.02 
9,619,709.93 
13,899,388.21 
19,669,388.57 
25,604,052.95 
30,567,951.98 
30,789,283.90 
34,670,743.81 
39,115,571.07 
46,072,631.43 
50,583,004.73 
59,172,917.30 
60,177,039.80 
68,089,202.38 
78,522,046.86 
Average 
Excise 
$ 3.75 
4.71 
7.98 
10.68 
13.52 
15•95 
18.65 
18;97 
20.15 
21.66 
23.85 
26.92 
27.94 
28.73 
30.60 
33.36 
Bureau of .Accounts 
Source: Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Along with the greatly increased revenues (about ~ million per 
year for fifteen years), the clerical problems have likewise risen greatly. 
The billing of the motor vehicle excise entails more individual bills than 
any other form of taxation.* By its very nature it is a difficult tax to 
process on a mass production basis. It is well at this point to discuss 
why this is so. 
*For example, refer to Table VII, page 21. 
Source of Billing Information 
At the present time, the data for billing the motor vehicle excise 
come from a portion of the motor vehicle registration form filed with the 
Registry of Motor Vehicles by vehicle owners. The portion of the regis-
tration (about three inches square) applicable to the excise shows the 
owner, registration number, make of vehicle, year of manufacture, and 
other pertinent information. Depending on the make of the car, the year 
of manufacture, and its automatic equipment, a value is placed om the stub 
of the registration. This operation is performed by clerks in the State 
House of the Commonwealth. The stubs are sorted by municipalities and 
forwarded in batches,to the municipalities. This process of valuing the 
stubs and forwarding to the cities and towns takes place continuously over 
. the year so that the various comm:lllild.ties receive the stubs in batches at 
various times during the year. 
Each vehicle registered for a full year is assessed at a standard 
Commonwealth rate (In 1961, $66.00 per thousand dollars of valuation). 
Further to complicate the situation, if a vehicle is registered for part 
of a year, the excise is prorated for that portion of the year for which 
it is registered. 
At the present time there is no apparent control to assure that 
every car registered will have an excise billed against the owner. A stub 
removed from the files at the State House or in the municipality1 s assessors 1 
office will never be billed. Since there is no control over cars registered, 
a billing will never be made if a stub is removed from the files, either 
intentionally or accidentallyl' 
There is currently much suspicion that a great number of owners 
of vehicles are never billed for an excise. Taxing authorities of the 
Commonwealth are greatly concerned about this lack of positive control, 
and studies are being made to install a better system. 
Since the registration stubs are received in batches by the 
municipalities at irregular times during the year, commitments are macl.e by 
the assessors to the tax collector on much the same basis. Basically, the 
various batches are totalled and committed as they are received. 
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE 
Information on Commitment Sheet 
Is it the same as on valuation sheet? 
l. Yes , .... • • ~ ·• • • .. 31 2. No • • .. • • • • '" • 25 
If answer is No: 
~~1. Is commitment sheet prepared as separate 
operation from valuation sheet? 
a. Yes • • • • .  • • 0 
b. No • .. • • • • • • 25 
TABLE XX Source: Questionnaire 
When received by the municipalities~ the valuation has already 
been placed on the stubs, but the excise has not been computed. Numerous 
cities and towns compute the tax manually by multiplying the value by the 
standard rate and, if for less than one year, prorating the excise. Some 
municipalities use charts for determining the tax. Still others program 
their machines (whether accounting or punched-cards) so that the compu-
tation is performed automatically when the motor vehicle excise bills are 
being prepared. 
46. 
Information on Commitment Sheet 
As in the case of personal property taxes, and as indicated by 
Table XX, the information on the valuation sheet is often (25 instances) 
different from that on the commitment sheet.. The difference in every 
instance was that the commitment sheet showed only the owner and the tax, 
whereas the valuatiollll. sheet showed additional informatioJm such as make, 
year, etc. Once again, it is obvious that having different information 
on the two sheets is more costly than showing the same information. This 
is true because more intricate form design and carbon planning is required. 
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE 
Preparation of Valuation Sheet, Commitment Sheet, and Tax Bill 
Number 
1. 
2. 
of Operations Required: 
Three separate operations • 
Two operations • • * • • • 
a. Valuation/commitment sheet as one 
operation and bill as separate 
operation 
One operation • • • 
• 
• 
• 
3 
2B 
25 
TABLE XXI Source: Questionnaire 
If 31 of the municipalities which showed the same information on 
the commitment as on the valuation sheet, there is little doubt that the 
others (25) could do the same thing with resulting savings. Differences 
in handling may again be caused by tradition, lack of knowledge, or incorrect 
conceptions of the statutory requirements .• 
Preparation of Documents 
From analysis of the questionnaires which are summarized on Table 
XXI, three municipalities (Cambridge, Leominster, and Rockland) required 
47. 
three separate operations for preparing motor vehicle excises. Considering 
that ~ore excise bills were processed than any other tax (probably in excess 
of 30% of the total number of bills processed by any one community )t the 
separate preparation of the commitment sheet, valuation sheet, and bill ap-
peared on the surface, to be gross inefficiency. This inefficiency was com-
pounded in two of the municipalities in that they used typewriters. The 
third (Leominster) utilized an Addressograph machine. The use of this 
machine was unique among the 56 reporting towns and is further commented 
on in the section discussing the use of machines in processing motor vehicle 
excises.** 
A slight majority (28 vs. 25) used two operations in preparing the 
documents as ppposed to one operation. Four of the 28 used punched-card 
equipment, two used old bookkeeping machines and the balance (22:) used 
typewriters. 
Of the 25 which used but one operation, only two reported that 
typewriters were used whereas 2l indicated that some form of bookkeeping 
machine was used. The remaining two municipalities used punched-card 
equipment. This latter is somewhat surprising s:Lnce these machines normally 
are not capable of such integration. It is believed that perhaps the state-
ment on the questionnaire was misunderstood and that these replies should 
have been recorded as two rather than one operation-. 
Machines Used 
Many towns and cities have found that addressing machines are 
extremely adaptable in imprinting basic data on tax documents. Through 
the use of such equipment it is possible to imprint the name and address 
*For example, see Table VII, page 21. 
' -
of the taxpayer, the property being taxed, the valuation, and other data 
needed to identify the property. This leaves only the tax itself to be 
imprinted with other equipment. Addressing equipment can be used because 
each of the·:taxes is processed just once a year and at the same time of 
.. _ '-
the year. 
Unlike the other taxes, motor vehicle excises are not adaptable 
to addressing equipment. There are several reas_ons for this. 
First, the stub notifications come from the Commonwealth in 
batches throughout the year, and often into the succeeding year. They 
are in no particular order and if an addressing plate had been prepared 
for each vehicle, or taxpayer, it would have to be removed by hand from 
the files and replaced by hand after use. This immediately tends to offset 
the basic savings of using addressing equipment. 
Secondly, a great many motorists change vehicles during the year.5 
If addressing plates were used, these changes would necessitate corresponding 
changes in the plates, or even new plates. The very volume of changes would 
tend to create a cumbersome process. 
Thirdly, many taxpayers own two or more cars which would cause 
a problem of identifying the proper plate for each vehicle. 
It was, therefore suprising to note on Table XXII that one town 
(Leominster) used an Addressograph machine. This town applied the plates 
to the commitment sheet, to the valuation sheet, and to the tax bills in 
three separate operations and applied the tax with a typewriter. Unfortu-
nately the questionnaire received from Leominster did not reveal the mechanics 
of ~pacifically how the equipment was used; however, it would appear that 
the use of Addressograph equipment could easily slow down the entire billing 
operation. 
Ideal FQuipnent 
An analysis would indicate that the ideal equipment would probably 
be punched-card machines with a card being punched for each stub received 
from the Conunonwealth, showing the name and address of the taxpayer, the 
make of vehicle, etcetera, and the valuation. The machine could be program-
med to multiply the valuation by the tax rate and to print out the resulting 
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE 
.Machines Used 
Typewriter • • • ., • 
Bookkeeping machine • • • 
Punched-card machine • • • • 
.Addressing machine and typewriter. 
Total 
TABLE XXII 
.. 
• 
• 
·• • 
;b7> 
• • 29 
, ~ 7 
• , . 1 i2 
Source: Questionnaire 
excise. Once the basic cards have been punched, future processing and 
preparation of the valuation sheet, conunitment sheet, and tax bills is a 
simple matter of moving the cards from machine to machine for the various 
operations,. 
Seven of the 56 municipalities reporting utilized this type of 
equipment. On the other hand, seven additional communities which had this 
type of equipment a~il~ble, did not use it in this area. 
Since it appears that it is not practicable to utilize addressing 
equipment for processing motor vehicle documents, it is evident that the 
50. 
basic data must be created with some typing device (e.g., the key punch 
mentioned above). It would also appear that an economical processing would 
be one in which the three documents (valuation sheet, commitment sheet, a.fici 
tax bill) are created at the same time in an integrated operation. This, 
coupled with the ability to add the various figures being processed would 
create a system which could be as economical, or more economical in some 
instances, than the use of punched cards. 
Such an integrated system is available through the use of book-
keeping machines.. Of the 29 municipalities indicated by Table XXII as using 
such equipment, 27 used one operation. The following machines were utilized: 
Burroughs ~ • ~ • 10 
National Cash Registers • , . ·• • 9 
Remington Rand • • • • • 8 
Total Kl 
Not all of these machines are necessarily equally efficient. The 
survey made no attempt to determine the specific models of machines used. 
However, it can safely be stated that some of these machines have the ability 
automatically to multiply the valuation by the rate to determine the excise. 
This ability, while a slow operation on bookkeeping machines (it is a series 
of additions) is generally faster and probably more accurate than manual 
calculation. 
Attention is directed to the eight towns which utilized the 
Remington Rand bookkeeping machine. It is again pointed out that this 
company discontinued the manufacture of this machine at least ten years 
ago. At best, by present-day machine standards, this is a slow, cumbersome 
machine; neither does it have the ability to multiply. 
51. 
Format o£ Tax Bills 
Re£erring to Table XXIII, it is noted that, as in the case of 
the real estate, poll, and personal property taxes, few (four) municipali-
ties utilized two-part forms as tax bills.. Here again, the demand copies 
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE 
Format of Tax Bills 
Two-part form .• ~ ,. .. • • • 
1. Demand copy prepared only as 
in a separate operation: 
required and 
a. Yes .. • .. • • • 
h. No • • • ·• ... 
2. If answer is Yes, demand copy is: 
a. One-part £orm. • • • • 
b. :rwo-part form. • • 
Three-part form • • • • 
1. Third part is used ~s demand copy 
a. Yes • • • • 
b. No • • • • • 
Four-part form • • • • 
1. Two parts are used as demand copy 
a. Yes • • • • • • 
b. No • • • 
Five-part form • • • • 
Six-part form .. • • • • ~ 
.. 
.. 
• 
.  
• 
4 
0 
4 
0 
• 16 
• 0 
• 
. Z1 
• 4 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
4 
16 
33 
2 
1 
TABLE XXIII Source: Questionnaire 
were prepared only when required and, when prepared, were one-part forms. 
One of the four (Springfield) had a punched-card operation, making the 
use of a two-part bill a natural. Of the others, however, two (Andover 
and Easthampton) used typewriters and one (Holyoke) used an NCR bookkeeping 
machine to process the tax bills. 
52. 
Sixteen municipalities prepared three-part bills using one of 
the parts (usually the third) as a demand copy. From the frequency (16 
vs. 4) of three-part forms as opposed .to two-part forms, it must be assumed 
that most municipalities have decided that it is more economical to provide 
a demand copy at the time of printing the original set of bills than pre-
paring them as a separate operation. 
This assumption is further confirmed when it is noted that some 
33 mwmi.cipalities prepare four-part bills, the majority using two of the 
parts as demand copies. The overwhelming majority (52 or 93%) of the 
reporting municipalities provide demand copies when prin~ing the original 
sets of bills. The assumption is that this is more economical than preparing 
the demands when needed. Even agreeing that this assumption is true, it 
is not possible to reconcile why 16 towns used a three-part form whereas 
33 used a four-part form; on the other nand, four of these 33 provide two 
file copies which in effect places them in the same category as a three-
part c o.mm.uni ty. 
On the opposite end of the spectrum ~as a town (Framingham) which 
prepared a five-part form, and a city (Boston) which used a six-part form. 
The latter, using a Remington Rand punched-card operation, indicated in 
its reply to the survey that the six-part form was distributed as follows: 
(1) Bill 
(2) Demand 
(3) Warrant notice (4) Notice of release 
(5) Duplicate bill 
(6) Collecting division warrant to distrain or commit 
Duplicating Process 
Once again, the majority (45 or SCJ%,) of the municipalities used 
car~pnned forms for producing their documents. Table XXIV indicated that 
ten used NCR paper and a single town (Easthampton) used a form with a stub, 
thereby foregoing the necessity of using carbons or NCR paper for its bills. 
It was necessary, however, for this town to duplicate its operation since 
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE 
Duplicating Process 
Carbonned forms used • • • • 
NCR (No Carbon Required) paper used .. 
Stub form • • ,. • • • • 
TABLE XXIV 
,. 
• • • 
45 
10 
l 
Source: Questionnaire 
it used a typewriter to create its document. Some bookkeeping machines 
have the capability of creating two original documents with one indexing 
of information; however, a typewriter does not have this capability. 
54. 
CRAFTER VI 
WATER BILLS 
The questionnaire sent to the municipalities included a survey 
o:f the clerical procedures used by the water departments in billing water 
rates. Attention is directed to ~ibit V, page 104. The reasons :for 
including this department were twofold: (1) it was a billing operation 
with probably the heaviest volume o:f any department; (2) it involved a 
cash-receiving operation o:f large volume, paperwise, though the money 
values were not substantial. 
Here, then, was an operation which somewhat paralleled that of 
the poll tax what with heavy volume of paper but reasonably small amounts 
of money. 
It was interesting to note that all o:f the towns reporting had 
water departments with the exception o:f :four which stated that water charges 
were not billed by the towns involved. 
Cycle billing is a method o:f billing utilized by many commercial 
businesses, particularly those with large volumes of customers (e.g., retail 
stores, banks, and utilities). The purpose o:f cycle billing is to spread 
the work o:f billing over the month, thereby avoiding a peak load at the 
end o:f the month. As an example, customers whose last names begin with the 
letters A through D might be billed during the :first three working days; 
those beginning with the letters E through H might be billed during the 
second three working days; etcetera. It has the very important clerical 
. 26 
advantage o:f making a much more even work load. 
55. 
Method of Billing 
The survey indicated, as shown on Table XXV, that 35 municipalities 
took advantage of the savings inherent in cycle billing. This does not 
necessarily mean, as possibly inferred in the preceding paragraph, that 
every person using water was billed monthly. on the contrary, it is co.rmn.on 
practice to bill water rates twice a year. The use of qycle billing simply 
means that all persons using water are n(;)t billed on the same day; rather, 
WATER BILLS 
Method of Billing 
Cycle billing used: 
l. Yes 
·• • ~ • • • • • • 35 2. No • • • .. • • ,., 17 
Forms which have no water department .. • • 4 
TABLE XXV Source: Questionnaire 
each person would receive two bills per year but ~ot necessarily at the 
same time as his neighbor. 
Even for the seventeen municipalities which did not utilize cycle 
billing, the chances are· good that each person using water was billed twice 
during the year.. Using Winchester as an example,~- the town would process 
about 21,000 bills per year (10,500 individuals, twice each year). 
The function involved in water-rate billing involves two processes: 
(1) reading the meter, and (2) billing the customer. The meter readers are 
usually furnished with a card for each customer. The latest reading is 
recorded directly under (or over) the previous reading. The billing operation 
*see Table VIII, page 24. 
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consists of imprinting the name and address of the customer on the bill; of 
typing on the bill the present and previous meter readings; of determining 
the water usage (the difference between the meter readingSJ of applying the 
water rate against this usage; and of recording the water rate on the bill. 
Exhibit rl illustrates a sample of a water-rate bill. 
Because of the steps involved it is well to consider the machines 
used by the various municipalities. This is summarized by Table XXVI~·~ 
WATER BILLS 
Machines Used 
Typewriter .. • • <t .. .. 
Bookkeeping machines • • • • 
Punched-card • • • • 
Addressograph. • • • .. 
TABLE XXVI 
Machines Used 
~ 
.. 
, . 
• 
,. 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
lO 
34 
2 
l3 
Source: Questionnaire 
· .Although some fourteen municipalities indicated that t·hey used 
punched-card machines on some phase of their billing operations, only two 
(Fitchburg and Pittsfield) used this equipment for billing water rates. 
It is rather significant that Fitchburg did not use this equipment on any 
other application than this one. 
The following (Table XXVII) is a tabulation of the types of book-
keeping machines used by 34 of the municipalities for billing water rates. 
The use of bookkeeping machines has two advantages in this area: 
(l) the machines permit the accumulation of the individual water rates billed 
57~ 
in order to determine the total billed, and (2) they may permit the auto-
matic computation of the amount to be billed.. Some machines are able, 
through a succession of additions, to multiply. Though the operation is 
relatively slow, machine-wise, it is probably faster, and is certainly more 
accurate than a manual computation. 
Some of the machines listed on Table XXVII do not have the eapa-
bility of multiplying. Specifically, the Remington Rand bookkeeping machines 
WATER BILLS 
Makes of Bookkeeping Machines Used 
BurroughS • • • .. 19 
National Cash Register 
'" 
i!O .,., ... '~ '" 
6 
Monroe • • .. .. ... • 
" 
• • .3 
Underwood-Olivetti • .. • • " .. " .  3 Remington Rand ... 
"' 
,,. 
·G ... ,. ·~ • ... 2 
Olivetti. • ... 
"' 
... .. ~ .. .. • ~ 1 
Total 34 
TABLE XXVII Source: Questionnaire 
have no provisions which permit multiplication. In the instance where the 
machines lack the ability to multiply, the only advantage of using such 
machines is to obtain their totalling ability. 
In the instances in which a bookkeeping machine cannot multiply, 
or when a typewriter is used, it is necessary that the extension of the 
water usage by the rate be done manually. Charts are also available shGWing 
the proper amount of billing for specific cubic feet of water usage. Such 
charts are a definite savings over a purely manual calculation. 
Table XXVI, Piige 56~ indicates that some thirteen towns use 
addressograph machines. Since these machines do not have the capability 
of imprinting dollar amounts~ they mast be used in eolil!junction with some 
other machine,. Of the thirteen instances in which municipalities used an 
Addressograph machine, five used typewriters as the additional machine, 
three used bookkeeping machines~ and the remainder (five) put in the amounts 
by hand. The latter method might actually be faster than using a typewriter 
since it would not be necessary to feed each form into the w.achine. 
WATER BILLS 
Format of Bills 
One-part • • • • ,., • .. ... • ., • 17 
Two-pa.itt • • .. .• • , . • . .. .  • 17 
Three-part 
• • • ·• • " • • • • 
11 
Four-part .. • • • .. ,. ~ • • 7 
TABLE XXVIII Source: Questionnaire 
Format of Bills 
The seventeen municipalities indicated by Table XXVII as using 
one-part bills would retain no duplicate to use as a cash receiving document 
when the water bill was 'paid. It would be necessary for the tax collector, 
who also collects water bills, to post payments directly against the com.-
mitment sheet to determine e>pen accounts. Some of the seventeen towns used 
a stub in conjunction with its one-part bill, thereby permitting the water 
user to include the stub with his payment. Ex:hibit VIII, page107, illustrates 
a one-part bill with a stub. While not a water-rate bill, the principal is 
the same. 
59. 
Duplicating Process 
The municipalities using no duplicating process were those 
seventeen which indicated that they used one-part forms. This is another 
saving inherent in using such a forril. Of course, if a stub is provided 
on the one-part form, some duplication of effort will result because of 
the necessity of imprinting the data on both the bill and on the stub. 
WATER BILLS 
Duplicating Process 
Carbon paper • • • 
NCR (No Carbon Required) paper • 
None 
25 
10 
17 
TABLE XXIX Source: Questionnaire 
Of' the 35 towns and cities which used carbon ( 25) ·or NCR paper 
(10), a surprisingly large percentage (JO%) used NCR, the premium process. 
In all instances in which towns used carbon paper, ·the carbon was a one-use 
paper which came as part of the printed form and which was destroyed after 
use. Exhibits IX, X, XII, XIV, and X.V illustrate this type of throv-T-a-vmy, 
one-tilne carbon. 
60. 
CHAPTER VII 
CASH RECEIVING PROCEDURES 
As in the operation of any business, it is essential that munici-
palities keep adequate and accurate records of all money received. The 
statutes of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts directly indicate that such 
records must be maintained. In fact, Chapter 60 of the General Laws, com-
prised of 105 sections, specifically covers the area of the collection of 
local taxes. 
The recording of cash receipts poses more technical problems than 
any other area of tax commitment and collection. Before discussing the 
clerical methods used in recording cash receipts, some of the directly ap-
plicable laws should be examined since many of the methods hinge directly 
on what these laws say. 
For example, with respect to the conunitment of taxes, the law says: 
Every collector of taxes, constable sheriff or deputy 
sheriff, receiving a tax list and warrant from the 
assessors, shall collect the taxes therein set forth, 
with interest, and pay over said taxes and interest to 
the city or town treasurer according to the warrant, and 
shall make written return thereof with his tax list and 
of his doings thereon at such times as the assessors 
shall in ·writing require. He shall also give to the 
treasurer an account of all charges and fees colle~ted 
by him. He shall, once in each week or oftener, pay 
over to the treasurer all money received by hl1n during 
the preceding week or lesser period on account of taxes 
and interest, including any sums received as interest on 
money received by him on account of taxes and interest 
received and deposited in any bank.27 
One problem, which Will be discussed later in this paper, concerns 
the fact that numerous cities and towns ha:v.'e a joint tax collector/treasurer, 
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thus giving use to the question of exactly what procedure should be 
followed: 
An additional section of the law states: 
The collector shall make and keep.in the book containing 
the tax list committed to him, against the name of every 
person, assessed for a tax, entries showing the disposition 
thereof, whether reas~essed, abated or paid, and the date 
of such disposition.2 
It is the practice of most of the municipalities to bind the tax 
lists committed to them in post binders and to post against these lists the 
payments made by the taxpayer, or other disposition such as reassessment or 
abatement. Exhibits VI and VII, pages 105 and 106 demonstrate the type of 
~heet which is filed in post binders. Provision is usually made in the com-
mitment forms at the time of printing for such postings. This posting 
process, through misinterpretation of this section (#6) of the law, can 
create minor inefficiencies, as will be pointed out. 
The statute stipulating that the collector shall keep a cash book 
is very broad in scope but it is on occasion interpreted rather strictly 
as to the::;exact form of the record. This section of the statute follows: 
He shall also keep a cash book, in which he shall enter all 
sums paid to him, as received, specifying the total amount 
of tax, abatements allowed, all interest charged, the total 
amount received and the date of receipt, the date and amount 
of every payment and disbursement made by him, and to whom 
paid, with such other matters as the town requires.29 
That the tax collector of a MassachliSetts municipality is reluctant 
to make changes in his collecting methods, even though they might result in 
more efficient methods, is not surprising in view of the following statute: 
A collector who neglects or refuses to exhibit accounts 
or to produce receipts, as required under section ninety-
four, shall forfeit to the town two and one half per cent 
of the sums committed to him for collection.30 
PreF§ration of Cash Receipts Book 
The following is an analysis of the returns of the questionnaire 
submitted to the selected m~cipalities with relation to the cash receiving 
area., 
PREPARATION OF CASH RECEIPTS BOOK 
Handwritten • • • • ·• • • , . • 42 Typewriter • • • • ·~ • • • • ll 
Bookkeeping machine • • ,0 • • • z 
Punched-card machine • • ~ • • • • 4 
TABLE XXX Source: Questionnaire 
It is interesting to note that 53 (94%) of the communities reported 
that the cash receipts book was kept manually or, at best, through the use 
of a typewriter. Only two indicated the use of bookkeeping machines and four 
the use of punched-card :machines. The reason for this seemingly outdated 
method of recording cash receipts stems from two sources: (l) the number 
of accounting distribubiii:ru..:s a municipality is forced to make, and (2) a 
strict interpretation of Section ?* of chapter 60 of the General Laws con-
cerning what a cash book is. The former is illustrated by Table XXXI. 
Account Distributions 
One half of the 56 reporting towns indicated that their accounting 
systems required thirty or more accounting distributions. Since most book-
keeping machines have~ at best, no more than thirty registers for recording 
* See page 61. 
totals, such machines are, generally speaking, not adaptable to the munici-
pal cash receiving function. 
A bookkeeping machine is simply a glorified adding machine. The 
latter is equipped w.ith a single register which records, on a cumulative 
basis, figuresfed into the machine. At any time, the cumulative total can 
be printed out on the adding machine tape. A bookkeeping machine is equipped 
with a number of these adding registers and may have as many as 25; few have 
more than this number. It is these registers which permit the accumulation 
NUMBER OF ACCOUNT DISTRIBUTIONS IN CASH RECEIPTS BOOK 
1-20 •. .. ,. 1.. ~ .. • • .. 19 
21-30 • • 9 
31-40 
·• .. • I .. , . 7 
41-50 • • • • • 7 
More than 50 • .. 
'* • • • 
.. 14 
TABLE XXXI Source: Questionnaire 
of various accounting classifications~ 
To illustrate the problem faced by the municipalities the following 
is illustrative of the cash receipts books (four in all) which are maintained 
by hand by the Town of Winchester. Each item represents an accounting classi-
fication and hence a column in a book. 
1. Motor Vehicle Excise: 
This yearl;s excise 
Last year 1 s excise 
Prior yearts excise 
Interest 
Charges and fees 
2.. Added to tax. bill: 
Water lien 
Assessments: 
Sewer 
Siq_ewalks 
Street ·, 
Committed interest on assessments 
Interest on ta.X 
Charges and fees 
3. Taxes: 
Poll 
Personal 
Real estate 
Interest 
Charges and fees 
4. Miscellaneous: 
Town hall 
Police 
Spraying 
Health 
Sewer repairs 
Highways and bridges 
Public welfare: 
Temporary aid 
Old age assistance 
School: 
Tuition 
Rental 
Cemetary general care 
Water: 
Repairs 
Rates 
Costs 
Every payment received by the town must be entered individUally 
in one or the other of the four cash receipt books. The Tovm of iilnchester 
processes about 35,000 bills *annuaJ.J...y., Since water rates are billed twice 
a year, the total increases by anotheir ll_,OOOe 
Assw:n:ing 2.40 working days per year ( 2.Q days per month), this meaRs 
that about l90 bills are processed per day (46,000 f 2.40 days) or about 2.4 
per hour (l90 ·!' $ h0urs ). This is at a steaEiy rate 0f about tw~ b:U:Ls :w.er 
*Table VIIJ:, page 24. 
minute. It is easily seen why one clerk spends her full time in Winchester 
recording cash receipts. 
That the other towns havenrt solved the problem is obvious in the 
fact that 93% record cash receipts by hand or through the use of typewriters. 
Definition of Cash Book 
Chapter 60 Section 7 of the General Laws states that the collector 
shall 11 •••• keep a cash book, in which he shall enter all sums paid to him, 
as received, specifying the total amount of tax, abatements allowed, all 
interest charged, the total amount received and the date of receipt •••• 11 • 
The Commissioner of Accounts of the Commonwealth must, by statute,31 approve 
all fonns used in the collection of taxes. Though Section 7 of Chapter 60 
simply says that a cash book shall be kept, the Commissioner has interpreted 
the section to mean that each individual payment must be entered in the cash 
book and has not accepted the practice of many commercial businesses of 
entering in the cash book only the summary of the cash received during the 
day. 
The commercial practice would be accomplished in municipalities 
by accumulating and sorting into the proper accounting classification the 
duplicates of the documents paid during the day. The total, by accounting 
distribution, would be entered in the cash receipts bO@k which would then 
become a line book with a single line entry for each day•s business. The 
duplicate slips would be saved as a basic part of the record and as support 
of the line entry. Since it is the practice of most .municipalities to save 
the duplicate(,~docum.ents of all payments for several years, the suggested 
method would appear to work no additional hardship. 
66. 
The Commissioner, however, believes that this method would not 
constitute a "cash book 11 as required by the statute.. And yet, the cash 
' -
book as mentioned in the statute envisions both cash receipts and cash 
disbursements in the same book; it is doubtful if there is a single munici-
pality in Massachusetts which does not utilize separate books for cash 
receipts and for cash disbursements. 
As shown on Table m. page 62, the use of a bookkeeping machine 
(Remington Rand) by two towns (Melrose, and Newton) was rather surprising 
_, 
particularly because each of these towns indicated tbat they had more than 
50 accounting classifications. This machine has a larger number of registers 
than most machines but not nearly 50. To clarify this matter, a call was 
made to the City Hall of Newton and the ma.tter discussed with the City 
Treasurer (Mr. A. B. Whitman). 
The Treasurer stated that the machine was used as a subsidiary 
register to analyze the accounting distributions of each kind of tax. The 
totals, at the close of each day were entered in the cash receipt book which 
was, in effect, the line book referred to before. The duplicate slips are 
retained by Newton for arperiod of seven years. 
The use of. punched-card machines by four of the municipalities 
would appear to be a natural for those rmmicipalities with such installations, 
and yet only four of the fourteen with such inst~lations used the equipment 
for the cash receiving function. Once a card is created in a billing function, 
it can, with the exception of partial payments, be used equally as well to 
serve as the cash receipt, thus avoiding the typing of the same information 
I 
- - -- -- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - -
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twice. Of the four municipalities using punched cards, only two (Boston 
amd Springfield) used the equipment for billing all four taxes and for the 
cash receiving function. 
Posting to Comznit,m.ent Sheet 
A conversation with a represe:ntati ve of the Bureau of Accounts of 
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts indicated that the preferable method of 
preparing the cash receipts book and of posting the payment to the commitment 
POSTING TO COMMITMENT SHEET 
Posting made from: 
l. Copy of bill • ,. 
2. Cash receipts book • 
• 
• 
In posting to commitment shee·t: 
.. 
• .  
• 
• 
1. Date paid and amount paid are posted 
2. Date paid only is pQ&ted • • • 
• 
• 
• 
l7 
39 
49 
7 
TABLE XXXII Source: Q':uestionnaire 
lists would be to prepare the cash receipts book from the duplicate of the 
document being paid and post payments to the commitment list .from the entry 
in the cash receipts book. The survey indicated, as shown on Table :XXX[I, 
page 67, thatf the majority (39 or 70%) were doing it in this way; however, 
a substantial minority (l7) were also posting the payments to the commitment 
list from the duplicate copy of the bill. From an efficiency viewpoint, it 
would appear that the latter method W<}S the easier. Winchester, one of the 
towns in this minority group_, had one clerk whose full-time job was the 
posting of these payments to the commitment lists and to reconciling the 
open balances at the close of accounting and taxing periods. Hence, the 
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toYm. had tw0 full-time clerks entering and posting cash. receipts. 
The General Laws3 2 require tlaat 11 The collector shall make and 
keep in the book containing the tax list committed to him, against the 
name of every person assessed for a tax, entries showing the disposition 
thereof, whether reassessed, abated or paid, and the date of such disposition. rr 
Table XXXII, page 67, indicates that, when posting payments against the com-
mitment list, 49 towns posted the date paid and! the amount paid; seven brave 
towns posted 0nly the date paid. One of these (Wellesley) posted olliy the 
date against poll taxes but posted' the date and the amount for the other 
taxes. 
From an e.fficiency standpoint it is di.f.ficult to justi.fy the 
necessity of posting the date paid and the amount paid with the possible 
exceptiGn o.f partial payments. In this case, the amount paid ntlil.St be 
posted. In the others, however, the date paid sherud be sufficient to 
identify the payment. 
To illustrate this point, Table XXXIII is presented. It shoT..-s 
the portion of a typical commitment sheet with some illustrative entries 
recorded. In the Table, the payments o.f November 1, December 9 and N(i)vember 
8 were .full. payments; that of Nov;ember ll.was a partial payment of $300. 
As already stated, seven municipalities presently record only the 
date when posting payments to the commitment sheet. 
Deposit o.f Cash Receipts 
Chapter 60 Se.ction· 2* of-the General Laws of Massachusetts indicates 
that the collector shaLl pay over to the treasurer once each week or oftener, 
all money received during the preceding week or lesser period. The inference 
*See page pO. 
that might be gathered from this section is that the collector should 
.maintain a separate bank account and draw checks against this account in 
order to transfer the money to the treasurer. 
As indicated by Table XXXIV, page 70, of the 56 towns reporting 
on the survey, 23 (4.0%) agreed with this interpretation and did just that -
the collectors had bank accounts of their own (as collector of the munici-
pality, of course) into which all money collected was deposited. Checks 
TYPICAL COMMIT'.MENT SHEET 
Charges 
Total and 
Owner and Location Tax Interest Fees 
John Jones 4.6S.22 --
J. Joseph Blough 534.16 3.54 1.00 
Peter Smith 249.25 
James White 459.22 
TABLE XXXIII 
Tax 
Title Abatement 
Paid 
Amount Date 
Nov.l,l96Q 
Dec.9,l962 
Nov.8,1962 
300.00 Nov.ll,l962 
Source: Author 
were drawn on this account to transfer the money to the treasurer. 
On the other band, the collector of majority of the towns (33) 
simply made daily deposits into an account in the name of the treasurer, 
thereby dispensing with a collectorts bank account. This obviously 
simplified the record-keeping procedure and probably made the money 
available to the treasurer much quicker. 
Of the 33 totms which deposited directly into the treasurerts 
bank account, six indicated that the collector/treasurer was a combined 
office with a single person serving in both capacities. On the other 
70. 
handJ at least one town (Winchester) had a combined office but still 
made deposits in a collectorts accountJ later transferring the cash to 
the treasurer. 
A question might be raised at this point concerning the ac-
counting necessary when there is a combined collector/treasurer. The 
statutes of the Commonwealth still apply even though there be a single 
collector/treasurer, and it is necessary for the collector clearly to 
DEPOSIT OF CASH RECEIPTS 
Deposits made to account of tax collector; 
later transferred to account of treasurer • 23 
Deposits made directly to acconnt ef treasurer,~ 33 
TABLE XXXIV Source: Questionnaire 
discmrge his duties as collector before assuming the role of treasurer. 
There still must be a clear line of demarcation between the two offices 
and the collector must report all money collected by him in detail to 
the treasurer exactly as if there were separate individuals in each 
office. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS 
The questionnaire submitted to the municipalities probed 
broadly into the clerical procedures of the accounting departments; 
however, in the interest of keeping the questionnaire as simple as 
possible, it did not make an exhaustive study of all pl:J.ases of this 
department. 
The ultimate in efficiency and cost savings results through 
a maximum ~pplication of the principal of integrated data processing.* 
The preparation of checks, and of check or payroll registers as one 
operation is an example of the principal. This is not always as easy 
to achieve on a typewriter as it is when a bookkeeping machine is used. 
Nevertheless, much integration can be obtained from typewriters since 
at least one make can be fitted with a form-feeding device which makes 
such integration possible. 
Use of Warrants 
A major problem in the payment of invoices and payrolls is 
that cash may be disbursed only on a warrant drawn by the accountant on 
the treasurer. The implications will be discussed after the statute is 
quoted, in part: 
The selectmen and all boardsJ committees, heads of departments, 
and officers authorized to expend money shall approve and 
transmit to the town accountant as often as once each month, 
*See page 16. 
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all bills, drafts, orders, and payrolls chargeable to the 
respective appropriations of which they have the appropri-
ation. Such approval shall be given only after an exami-
nation to determine that the charges are correct and that 
the goods, materials or services charged for were ordered 
and that such goods and materials were delivered and that 
the sery.ices were actually rendered to or for the town as 
the case JIE.Y be. The town accountant shall examine all 
such bills, drafts, orders and payrolls, and, if found 
correct and approved as herein provided, shall draw a 
warrant upon the treasury for the payment of the same, 
and the treasurer shall pay no money from the treasW 
except upon such warrant approved by the selectmen. · 
DISBURSING PROCESS 
Pa~ents of Invoices and Pa!rolls: 
With respect to invoices: 
l. Are checks and check register prepared 
at the same time? 
a. Yes • • • • • • • • 35 
b. No • • • • • • • • 2l 
With respect to payrollst 
l~ Are checks and payroll register prepared 
at the same time? 
a. Yes • • • • • • .. • 36 
b. No • • • • • ,. • • 20 
2. In addition, are earnings records posted 
at the same time as check register is 
prepared? 
a. Yes 
" 
• • • • • .. • 37 
b .. No • • • • l9 
Machines Used: 
Typewriter .. 
·• •• • ... • • • 33 
19ookkeeping machine • • • , . • • • 27 
Punched card • • • • • ~ .. .  3 
TABLE XXX.V Source: Questionnaire 
The usual method of disbursement is by means of a 11voucher 
warrant check11 prepared by the accountant and given to the treasurer,.. 
It contains a statement of the payeers account, becomes an order or 
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warrant o:n the treasurer when signed by the accountant, and is an order 
or check on the bank when signed by the treasurer.34 
Because of this requirement that the accountant give to the 
treasurer a warrant to authorize disbursements for invoices and payrolls, 
there may be a tendency for some municipalities to prepare an extra and 
duplicate document. This area will be explored later. in this paper* 
under ttBudgetary Applications. II 
Disbursing Process 
Table JJXV indicates that the majority of the municipalities 
prepared checks and.' 'registers (both invoice and payroll) at the same 
time, thus integrating two operations. .In addition, about the same 
number of towns (37) also saved a further operation by posting the 
employees' earnings records at the same time the check register was 
prepared. 
In order better to evaluate the degree of integration of the 
checks and registers, it would be helpful to note the type of maehi:ne 
used. Of the 2l who indicated on Table JJIV that, with respect to 
invoices, the checks and check register were not prepared in the same 
operation, it was not surprising to not~ that some fifteen used type-
writers; however, three used bookkeeping machines and three others used 
a .punched-card operation. The latter~-.is understandable, but it is unusual 
not to prepare the check and check register in one operation when book-
keeping machines are used. 
*See page 76. 
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The three towns (Medf'ord, Needham, and Shrewsbury) used NCR 
(2) and Burroughs (l) machines which have a capability of printing the 
check as an original operation from the printing on the check register. 
Because of this, the towns may have misinterpreted the question. In 
actuality, such machines are performing but one basic operation even 
though there are two printing operations. If this be so, then the only 
towns which do not integrate this operation would be those using type-
writers; this conc~usion would be logical. 
With respect to payrolls, twenty indicated that the checks were 
not prepared at the same time as the check register. Of these, l) used 
typewriters, two used punched cards and three, bookkeeping machines. It 
is interesting to note that the three using bookkeeping machines were the 
same as those using them for invoice preparation. 
One town (Billerica) indicated that all invoice and payroll 
processing'was a handwritten operation. 
Showing some consistency, 37 municipalities reported that the 
earnings records were posted at the same time that the checks and payroll 
check registers were prepared. Of the nineteen who stated that the 
earnings records were not posted at the same time, seventeen indicated 
that the posting to the employees' earnings record was a hand operation. 
Two performed the task by using punched cards. 
Again it is interesting to note that although thirteen towns 
had punched-card equipment, only three utilized it in the accounting 
area, This would indicate either that the applications had not been 
75. 
increased to encompass this department or that there was a lack of com-
munication among departments. 
Duplicating Process 
A larger proportion of the municipalities used NCR paper in 
the accounting deJ:artment than in any other area surveyed. Those terms 
using NCR paper appeared quite enthusiastic about it; in fact, several 
of the questionnaires indicated that the towns were planning to change 
to NCR paper during 1962. 
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT 
Duplicating Process 
Carbon paper .. ·~> ,. 
NCR (No Carbon Required) 
TABLE :XXXV] 
• 
• • 
• .• 
• 
• 35 
21 
Source : Questionnaire 
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CHAPTER IX 
BUDGETARY APPLICATIONS 
Because of interpretation of Chapter 41, Section 56* of the 
General Laws, there may be a tendency for scme municipalities to prepare 
an extra and duplicate document. 
This statement is borne out by the fact that in 45 of the 56 
reporting towns (as shown on Table X:X:XVI;J:).,the treasury warrant is pre-
pared through separate operation. This requires a duplication of effort 
which is avoided by the eleven more progressive municipalities which 
utilize a copy of the check register as the warrant. A sample of this 
form is shown as Exhibit XVI, page 3& Provision i$ usually made on 
such an integrated copy for the signatures of the selectmen or other 
approving officers, and for that of the town accountant who is presenting 
the warrant to the treasurer for payment. 
Budget Procedure 
Municipal accounting hinges basically on the budget approved 
by the municipality. Detailed appropriation accounts are set up for 
the amount budgeted for each detailed proposed type of expenditure. 
Actual expenditures incurred are charged against their proper account, 
showing, at all times, the amount appropriated (budgeted) but not yet 
expende~ 
* See page 7L 
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Budgetary Processes 
In order to determine the practice of the municipalities~ the 
questionnaire asked (see Table XXXVII)~ 11are budgetary control (appropri-
ation) accounts charged at the same time that the warrant is prepared? 11 
Twenty towns and cities indicated th:l.t they were~ whereas 36 indicated 
that they were not charging the control accounts,. Again~ the twenty 
BUDGETARY PROCESSES 
A.. The treasury warrant is a separate document 45 
B. The treasury warrant is a copy of the check 
register • • " • • 0 • ·-~ • ll 
c. Are budgetary control (appropriation) accounts 
charged at the same time that the warrant is 
prepared? 
l. Yes .. 0 • • ... • .. • • 20 
2. No • • • " • • 36 
D. Is budgetary detail (classification) per-
formed as a by-product of C above? 
l. Yes !'· • • • • • • <I> ~ 27 2. No., .. • ... ~ • • • 29 
l. If answer is No, is control and 
classification procedure per-
formed at the same time, as a 
se)arate operation? 
(a Yes .. -.. .. .o • 0 16 (b) No • • • .. 13 
TABLE XXXVII Source: Questionnaire 
towns were perfonning two operations at the same t:ime, thereby utilizing 
an excellently integrated operation. Surprisingly, seven of the eleven 
Ill-unicipalities which prepared the check register and warrant at the same 
time, did not charge the appropriation accounts in this operation. That 
such integration is possible is borne out by the .four towns which 
integrate the three operations. 
Behind each control account (an account controlling a broad 
category o.f expenses) are subsidiary accounts, one .for each of the 
detailed classifications. Although municipalities did not take advantage 
of the integration .features inherent in the check register/warr~nt, and 
in posting the control accounts in this operati~n, it was per.fectly pos-
sible to post the detailed account at the same time that the control 
account was being posted, and as a by-product o.f preparing the warrant. 
In .fact, 27 \not quite a majority) of the towns did this whereas 29 
indicated the detailed account posting was not such a by-product~ 
Fifteen o.f these 29 towns utilized typewriters in their operations; 
the balance (1..4) used bookkeeping machine (either Burroughs or NCR)~ 
As indicated by 'Table XXXVII, page 77, 29 towns did not post 
the budgetary detail as a by-product o.f preparing the warrant; however, 
sixteen of the 29 posted both the detailed and the control accounts in 
one posting operation. Fourteen of the sixteen towns indicated that 
bookkeeping machines were utilized in this operation. 
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CHAPTER X 
SUMMARIZED OBSERVATIONS 
Tlrl.s paper has thils far d.iscussed the results of the &UXVey 
as it affected each functional area~ Specifically, these -areas were: 
Real estate tax 
Poll tax 
Personal property tax 
Motor vehicle excise 
Water rates 
Cash receiving procedure 
Accounting applications 
Budgetary applications 
-Each functional area indicated interesting results which 
pointed out certain of inconsistencies existing among the municifalities 
in these areas. Each also tended to indicate those tovms which appeared 
to have the more efficient cleri.cal op~rations .. 
In order to show the relationships of the various functional 
areas, one to the other, the same inforxnation was summarized in compara-
tive tables., These tables, the first of which (XXXVIII) appears on the 
next page, summarizes the information that was shown on the commitment 
sheet. 
As a result of summarizing the data in these broader and more 
over-all categories, comparisons app~r which were not possible through 
analyzing the questionnaires on a functional basis~ 
Information on Commitment Sheet 
The municipalities were :quite consistent as between the reeO-
so. 
estate and the poll taxes, 47 indicating that in both areas the infor-
mation on the commitment sheet was the same as it was on the valuation 
sheet. 
Here, however, the similarity stopped. Only twenty cities 
and towns (36%) handled all four taxes in the same manner_. In nineteen 
instances the infon:nation appearing on the valuation/commitment sheet 
was the same in all four areas; on the other hand, in one instance only 
INFORMATION ON COMMITMENT SHEET 
Reaili. P€rrsonal Motor 
Estate Poll Pro~rtz Vehicle 
Is it the same as on valuation 
sheet? 
Yes • • • • 45 52 25 31 
No ~ ... • • ll 4 31 25 
If answer is No: 
l. Is commitment sheet pre-
pared as a separate oper-
ation from valuation sheet? 
Yes • • • • .~ l l 2 0 
No • • .. • • 10 3 29 25 
TABLE XXXVIII. Source: Summary of Questionnaire 
(Gardner) was the information on the two forms consistently not the same. 
It would appear then, that the to'~s basically have no objection 
to hs.ving the same information on both the commitment and valuation sheets. 
(84% did) in the case of real estate and poll taxes. For some reason., 
however, the reverse was true in the case of personal property. Here, 
57% of the towns which bad the same information on both sheets for the 
real estate and poll taxes, did not have the same data on both sheets 
for the personal property tax and one wonders about the reasoning for 
this difference. 
This, summarized, indicates that for 47 towns, the information 
appearing on the commitment sheet was the same as that on the valuation 
sheet: for real estate and pol;:L taxes; however, for twenty of these same 
towns, some of the information appearing on the valuation sheet did not 
appear on the commitment sheet in the case of personal property and motor 
vehicle excises. It is not easy to reconcile this different approach. 
To show different information on one sheet as opposed to its 
presumed duplicate is more costly than to have the same data on both 
forms. Many towns show the same data on both the commitment and valu-
ation sheets for all four taxes. 
Despite this apparent contradiction, the overwhelming majority 
of the municipalities prepared the valuation/commitment sheet in a single 
operation. An interesting observation may be seen in noting on Table 
XXXVIIJ_,page SO, those tovms which answered~ to the question, nrs the 
commitment sheet prepared as a separate operation from the valuation 
sheet? 11 The following responded Yes: 
Area 
Real estate 
Poll 
Personal property 
It Tl 
Tovm 
Rockland 
Danvers 
Concord 
Marlboro 
Again, it should be noted that there is no consistency since 
no town answered Yes in more than one area. 
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Preparation of Documents 
With respect to the number of operations required to prepare 
the valuation sheet, commitment sheet, and tax bill (Table XXXIX), there 
appeared to be considerable consistency shown by the reporting towns. 
38 ( 70%) reported that they used the same number of operations in all 
four tax areas. Of the remaining towns (18), ten reported that they 
perfonned the operations in three areas with the same number of operation, 
PREPARATION OF VALUATION SHEET, COMMITMENT SHEET, AND TAX BILL. 
Number of operati6ns required: 
1. Three separate operations 
2. Two operations 
a. Valuation/commitment 
Real Personal MOtor 
Estate Poll Propert:y: Vehicle 
5 3 3 3 
sheet as one operation 
and bill as separate 
operation • •· '!I 33 37 34 28 
3. One operation • • • 18 16 19 25 
TABLE XXXIX Source: Summary of Questionnaire 
but used a second method in the fourth area. 
An unusua.l indication was that of Plymouth which reported that 
it, for real estate, personal property, and motor vehicle excise, required 
lll)U:t';one operation to prepare the valuation sheet, commitment sheet, and 
' 
i 
tax bill, but that it required two operations fo:{- the poll tax. This is 
somewhat unusual because the poll tax, being a constant amount would 
appear to be the one most suitable for a single operation. 
Only two municipalities (Cambridge and Rockland) used three 
separate operations in preparing the valuation sheet, the commitment 
sheet, and the tax bill. As mentioned earlier in this report* , Cambridge 
used an Addressograph machine for imprinting the basic data on the forms 
whereas Rockland used a typewriter for each operation. At least, Rockland 
was consistent in its apparent inefficiency. 
It also should be pointed out that, for some reason, a greater 
number of towns used one operation for billing the motor vehicle excise 
than in any of the other three areas. An interesting facet of this 
observation is that each one of the 25 municipalities which utilized a 
single operation in billing the excise, used bookkeeping machines. This 
type of equipment is certainly the most adaptable to a single, integrated 
operation. Again~ however, the question is raised as to why some other 
tax areas could not be integrated in the same manner. 
Format of Tax Bills 
A cursory examination of Table XL would indicate ths.t there is 
a great deal of consistency among the towns and within the individual 
towns with respect to the number of copies of each tax bill prepared. 
Such, however, is not the case, as will be developed. 
Of the 56 reporting towns, 32 reported that they used the same 
number of copies for the tax bills in each of the four areas. The fol-
lowing analyzes the number of parts used by each: 
*Page 46. 
Number of 
Parts in Bill 
5 
Lt-
3 
2 
Total 
Number of 
Towns Using 
1 
23 
6 
2 
~ 
FORMAT OF TAX BILLS 
Real Personal 
Estate ~ Propertx 
Two-part form • • • ,,. 
-· 
5 4 6 
1 .•. Demand copy prepared only as 
required and in a separate 
operation. 
a. Yes • "' .. ~ .. 5 3 6 b. No ~ • 
" 
• , .. 0 1 0 
2. If answer is Yes~ demand copy 
is 
a,. One-part form ... ,_, 4 3 4 
b. Two-part form ~ !I 1 0 2 
Three-part form. • 
"" 
,o !I 12 17 15 
1 .. One part is used as demand 
copy 
a. Yes • 
·" • .. 
12 17 15 
b,.. No • ,q 0 v \!> 0 0 0 
Four-part f onn 
"' 
, ~ ... • 38 34 34 
1. Two parts are used as demand 
copies: 
a. Yes • • .. •· . .. 31 31 28 
b. No • • 0 .. 7 3 6 
Five-part form ·~ .. .. • ·• 1 1 1 
Six-part form • • li' .. .. 0 0 0 
Motor 
Vehicle 
4 
4 
0 
4 
0 
16 
16 
0 
33 
29 
4 
2: 
]L 
TABLE XL Source: SUmma.ry of Questionnaire 
This means that the remailmi.ng 24 towns (43%) used bills with 
a different number of parts for billing different taxes. 
Three towns (Grafton, Plymouth, and stoughton) indicated that 
four-part bills were used for real estate and personal property taxes 
ANALYSIS OF TOWNS NOT CONSISTENT IN USE OF FORMS 
Town 
Andover-
Boston 
Concord 
Hingham 
Holyoke 
Leominster 
Medford 
Middleboro 
Milton 
Needham 
Newt:bn 
Northbridge 
Reading 
Rockland 
Saugus 
Shrewsbury 
South Badley 
Stoughton 
Webster 
Wellesley 
Weymouth 
Number of Parts of 
Tax Bill Used in 
Consistent Area 
2: 
3 
4 
2 
4 
3 
4 
4 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
Glossary of terms:: 
TABLE XLI 
M/V = Motor vehicle 
P/P = Personal property 
R/E = Real estate 
Area in Number of Parts 
Which not Used in this 
Consistent Area 
Poll 4 
M/V 6. 
~'P/P 2 
¥/V 4 
M.jv 2 
R/E 4 
R/E 2 
M/V 3 
R/E 4 
P/P 3 
M/V 5 
R/E 3 
Poll 3 
Poll 3 
Poll 3 
Poll 2 
Poll 4 
M/V 3 
R/E 4 
Poll 4 
Poll 4 
Source: Questionnaire 
whereas three-part bills were us.ed for poll taxes and motor vehicle 
excises..-
The remaining 21 towns used the same number of parts in three 
of the areas but were inconsistent in a fourth area. And not too many 
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of the towns were consistent within themselves as shown in Table XLII. 
±lPes of Machines Used 
Table n.II was prepared to show a comparison among the towns 
of the different types of machines used in the various areas.. Included 
in this Table are the machines used for billing water rates> in recording 
cash receipts, and in the accounting department. 
TYPES OF MACHINES USED 
Real estate taxes 
Poll taxes 
Personal property taxes 
Motor vehicle excise 
Water rates 
Cash receipts** 
Accounting 
Bookkeeping Punched-card 
!zPewriter Machine Machine Addressograph 
20 25 12 7* 
22 14 9 ll 
29 18 6 4* 
20 29 7 l* 
lO 34 2 13 
ll 2 4 
33 27 3 
*&me used in conjunction with another machine 
~ towns prepared handwritten cash book 
TABLE XLI:E S:Ource: Summary of Questionnaire 
It was believed that the inclusion of these three areas would 
provide a broader and more comprehensive picture of the actual use of 
machines. Because of its canprehensiveness, each of the machines, 
excluding the addressing equipment, will be discussed separately. 
T;rpewriter 
Table XLII indicates that the typewriter is apparently the most 
commonly used machine for preparing tax fonns, and that it was most 
commonly used in the accounting area (33) with personal property taxes 
close behind with 29 municipalities,lt 
A further analysis indicated that eight towns used typewriters 
in each of the four tax areas. One reaction to this analysis would be 
that_, clerically speaking_, these probably have the least degree of ;U.wt.e-
gration and are, therefore, perhaps the least efficient. These towns 
were: Agawam, Barnstable, Easthampton, Grafton, New Beclford, Northbridge_, 
South Hadley, and Somerset. With the exception of New Bedford, these 
are among the smaller towns surveyed; in fact, excluding New Bedford_, 
these towns have an average size of about 11,000 inhabitants. 
It is quite surprising to note that a city the size of New 
Bedford (about 106,000 population) indicated no equipment beyond a type-
writer~ It should be emphasized_, however, tha~ before a decision coultl 
be made on the r~~ative efficiency or inefficiency of a particular muni-
cipality or operation_, it would be necessary to nake considerable further 
studies. This is true whether the municipality be a relatively large 
co.mmur:ct-ty such as New Bedford_, or a relatively small town such as Somerset 
(10,600).,. Based on the questionnaires submitted by the 56 cities and towns_, 
however, and assuming that these are representative_, the municipalities 
which process all documents by typewriter are, to say the laa~st, in the 
minority.,. 
Bookkeeping Machines 
The use of bookkeeping machines app~rs, in the aggregate, 
reasonable. Table XLII, page 86, indicates that the area in which the 
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fewest (l4) are used is in the billing of poll taxes. Since this is a 
constant $2.00 amount, a typewriter may be nearly as efficient as a book-
keeping machine; further, pro~ably a static Addressograph is the most 
efficient of all. 
ANALYSIS OF PUNCHED-CARD EQUIPMENT 
Real Personal 
~ Estate Poll Pro:eert;r 
Beverly IBM IBM Type 
Boston RR RR RR 
Danvers IBM* IBM-* Book 
Gardner RR Type Type 
Greenfield FF RR RR 
Medford IBM IBM Book 
Melrose IBM Book Book 
Methuen IBM IBM Type 
Pittsfield IBM IBM IBM 
Saugus Im Type Type 
Springfield IBM IBM IBM 
Swampscott IBM we Type 
Wellesley Book RR RR 
West Springfield IBM IBM IBM 
Glossary of terms: 
Book = Bookkeeping machine 
Hand = Ra.n,dwritten 
Motor 
Vehicle 
IBM 
RR 
Book 
Book 
RR 
Book 
Book 
Type 
IBM 
Type 
IBM 
'IYPe 
RR 
IBM 
Cash 
ReceiE,ts 
IBM 
RR. 
Type 
RR 
Hand 
Hand 
Book 
Hand 
Band 
Hand 
IBM 
Hand 
Hand 
Type 
IBM = In~ernational Business Machines 
RR : Remington Rand 
Type = Typewriter 
* = Servic·e bureau 
TABLE XLIII Source: Summary of Questionnaire 
The largest number of bookkeeping machines are utilized in the 
area of water rates (34). This also seems reasonable since this area 
requires considerable multiplication (usage times the rate) which many 
of these machines can perform,. 
Punched-card Equipment 
Fourteen ( 25%) o.f the nninici.palities surveyed used punched-card 
equipment in at least oRe o.f the areas studied. Because o.f the growing 
importance of this type o.f equipment~ a somewha\ more detailed study was 
made in this area. The result o.f the analysis is li~ted in Table XLIII, 
page 88. 
Of the fourteen towns utilizing the punched-card equipment, 
ten used IBM and .four, Remington Rand units. In two cities (Boston and 
Springfield), the equipment was used in all .fi ~e areas surveyed (and in 
the accounting area also). Four used it in .four areas; one in three 
• 
areas; .four in two areas; and three municipalities (Melrose, Saugus, and 
Swampscott) used it in one area (real estate) only. 
An interesting point is noted in that only four communities 
used the equipment for cash receipts; of the others, seven handwrite 
the cash receipts book, two type it_, and one uses a bookkeeping machine 
(Remington Rand). In this present day it is not easy to picture ten 
towns, which have punched-card equipment available, handwriting the cash 
receipts books. It is again pointed out that this may be caused possibly 
(l) by a temporary .failure to include this function as a punched-card 
~pplication, or (2) by a lack of communications between the various 
departments o.f the municipalities. Because o.f the unusual organizational 
set-ups o.f many co11lilitlili.ties, each department (e.g., assessor, tax collector, 
acc0untant, water) tends to be autonomous within itself and sometimes it 
is di.fficul t to break down departmental barriers. 
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One encouraging highlight shines from an analysis of the usage 
of punched-card equipment in the municipalities of MassachusettsA The 
officials of twenty-five percent of the cities and towns have been pro-
gressive and aggressive enough to install, in at least one phase of their 
operations, this equipment which, when properly controlled and used, tends 
to give highly satisfactor~accurate, and reasonably low-cost results~ 
DUPLICATING PROCESS 
Carbonned NCR Single Punched 
Forms PaEer Form Card 
Real estate tax 45 10 ]. 0 
Poll tax 40 14 1 1 
Personal property tax 4$ 6 2 0 
Motor vehicle ex:cise 45 10 l '-0 
Water rates 25 10 17 0 
Accounting 35 21 0 0 
TABLE XLIV Source: Summary of Questionnaire 
Duplicating Process: 
In the aggregate, nearly 30% of the municipalities using a 
· duplicating process use NCR (No Carbon Required) paper.. This ranges: 
from 11% on personal property taxes to about 38% on the accounting 
applications~ 
Although NCR paperr.sells at:J~BL premium above carbon paper 
(nearly 20% according to the Standard Register Company*), there appears 
to be a definite trend towards the use of this paper among municipalities_. 
This trend is somewhat confirmed by the fact that five of those now using: 
carbonned fonns indicated in their questionnaire that they were planning 
*courtesy Mr. Lawrence Stahbenfeldt, Zone Manager, Providence, R.I. 
to adopt NCR paper for the 1962 formso Forms used by municipalities for 
tax billing must be ordered each year, thus permitting a change in the 
basic reproduction process on a yearly b~~is. M?st commercial companies 
must commit themselves to a specific process for a much longer perio~ 
Although the paper sells at a premium, a recent newspaper 
article35 ~stated that the total sales of such paper in l96l reached 
$17 ... 8 million, nearly triple the ft>, .. Z million total for l9569, 
Whether or not the trend toward NCR paper is justified is 
another matter.. Factors to be considered in deciding whether to adopt 
the paper would be applicability in a particular operation; added ef-
ficiency acquired in the operation; caijparative cost with relation to 
other methods; and an overall intere.st in keeping clerical cost at a 
minimum and yet keeping the operation at its most efficient best. 
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CHAPTER XI 
CONCLUSIONS 
The survey conducted as the bgsis 1of this research project 
indicated that many municipalities had installed up-to-date and efficient 
clerical methods and procedures~ Many others, however, are processing 
heavy volumes of paperwork with equipment and methods which are, at best, 
somevrhat antiquated •. 
The survey also pointed out rather strongly that efficient or 
inefficient operations are not the monopolies of either the large city 
or of the smaller towns. Inefficient operations were apparent in the 
clerical operations of some of the larger cities, and efficient operations 
were quite apparent in the operations of some of the smaller municipalities. 
The cash receiving function of the tax collector appeared to be 
the area where the most generally inefficient operations were apparent. 
It is again pointed out, however, that this is a direct result of an un-
usual situation caused by a large number of accounting distributions. 
Present-day bookkeeping machines simply do not have the capacity to handle 
the condition. 
Punched Paper Tape 
Despite the fact that the usual bookkeeping machine does not 
have the capability of handling these distributions, there are other 
machines available which few municipalities have explored. For ex:ample_, 
there is one type of accessory, which has appeared on the market in very 
recent years, which is capable of handling such a condition and which is 
not expensive~ To recommend it to a municipality, however, would be 
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rather radical since its use wo~d require an entirely new concept of 
procedure and even of thinking, This accessory is punched paper tape~ 
This medium is a paper strip in which are punched round holes 
representing codes., These coded punched holes may be read,,~by machines 
at laterpoints in a processing cycle by means of mechanical reading 
fingers or pins~ electrical brushes, or photoelectric processes. 
Punched tapes are seldom the primary result of machine writing; 
rather, they are by-products~ Thus, the tape -!hay be created by a type-
writer, adding machine., or bookkeeping machine, at the same time that the 
operator is preparing a document (e.g., a sales order, purchase order7 
tax bill, cash receipt, etcetera). All of or part.of the information 
being typed can be capttired, in code, in the paper tape~36 
The great advantage of paper tape as a processing medium is 
that it can be used later to create other mediums (e,.g,., punched cards) 
or to activate other machines (e., g,., typewriters>: punched-card machines,_ 
electronic computers., etc~). 
Considering the area of cash receipts, with the use of at:Osi.m.ple 
adding machine equipped with a paper tape punching device, it would be; 
possible to create in the tape all of the data necessary to identify the 
taxpayer, and to show the amount paid and the account distribution. From 
the tapes, punched cards could be created, and from these, detailed printed 
reports,.. 
Even if a municipality did not have .its own punched-card equip-
ment, the tapes could be sent to service bureaus for the processing dis-
cussed above. The cost of such a service is a few cents per card processed. 
That such a system is practicable is demonstrated by the City of Somerwille 
which has had a similar one in operation for about three years,. 
As pointed out earlier~ such a system would be a radical de-
parture from existing manual systems and would require a considerable 
degree of selling and education. Also as pointed out earlier~ humans 
are reluctant to change and to suggest that present methods are inef-
ficient and that they should be replaced is just short of blasph~, 
particularly when the existing system was also performed by the present 
operatorrs grandfather. The famous cry is usually that the present system 
is working well_, and, while somewhat slow and cumbersome_, it does produce 
the necessary end result. That the same end result might be obtained 
faster, more efficiently~ and usually cheaper~ is rarely considers~ 
Minor Wastes 
Generally speaking~ a savings results from chalfging from an 
inefficient to a more efficient operation. Often~ the savings are not 
major in amount*~ and though the change saves some clerical effort, it 
is not possible to eliminate the clerk.,. Because of this, the change 
may not be instituted on the theory that it will accomplish no actual 
If, however~ there are a number of areas where more efficient 
operations can be installed with some savings,. the aggregate of all the 
savings is often sufficient to justify the replacement of a clerk,. It 
is, therefore necessary to look at the overall picture rather than at 
one segment only.. In the case of the replaced clerk~ it is often possible 
*For example, see £lage 71. 
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to transfer such a person to another position because of attrition, death, 
etcetera. 
In analyzing the results of the questionnaire, there was a 
feeling that in any one municipality there were areas of ineffici~nt 
operation with reasonably minor savings in each possible thro~gh a more 
efficient method. 0n the other hand, there were strong indications in 
some cases that a reasonably large amount of money could be saved with 
more efficient methods and equipment. 
Unfortunately, such savings are sometimes on a reasonably iong 
basis and often require some capital· liltttlay for new equipment. Ever 
ready to q~estion such o~tlays are the Finance Committees and the voter 
himself. 
Poll Tax 
Since there is strong indications that this tax may easily be 
costing the municipalities money to collect, it wo~ld. appear that some 
corrective acti0n should be taken. This action, of course, cannot be 
taken by the municipalities themselves; it must come from the Legislature 
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Any action m~st result in a revision 
or repe8l of the General Laws.· 
In the opinion of the author' twe alternatives are possible: 
(l) to raise the tax to an am.onnt- which would make it a more profitable 
•" 
operation, or (2) to repeal the entire tax. 
Equipment 
The survey showed, beyerid a: question, that much of the equip-
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ment used by the municipalities is old and slow, and that some of it is 
used in areas in which other equipment would be more adaptable. 
The choice of more adequate equipment, however, would of course 
hinge on the results of surveys to determine the immediate and long range 
savings inherent in the pr0posed equipment. 
Perhaps the best way of justifying the cost of new equipment 
would be to show the possibility of immediate savings. This usually can 
be done most effectively by indicating a corresponding savings in clerical 
help even if it does not at 0nce result in the elimination of a complete 
clerk. 
Demand Copies 
The survey indicated that one of the most inconsistent .areas 
among (and even within) the towns was in the method of creating demand 
copies. Though each method had its group of supporters, there was enough 
inconsistency to cause some speculation concerning the possibility of 
cost savings if the inconsistencies were removed. 
It would appear that many municipalities should consider con-
ducting surveys to determine the need for demand copies in any particular 
taxing area. From -such surveys it would be possible to determine whether 
it would be more economical to provide a demand copy as part of the origi-
nal bill when printed, or to prepare the demand only as required. 
Further, studies should be made to determine the real need for 
providing two demand copies. Certainly, many municipalities seem to 
function effectively with a single copy. 
Final Conclusion 
Taking an overall look at the questionnaires submitted by the 
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56 cities and towns, it would appear that, broadly speaking, many munici-
palities have not faced up to the necessity of streamlining their clerical 
procedures, and to the crying need of bringing them up to date. 
Voters have long been reluctant tor spend more than a minimum 
I . 
on governmental administration; however, tho~e citizens who are interested 
in the potentials and who are familiar with blerieal procedures should, 
as has been done in some commUnities, form c1mmittees to investigate the 
clerical routines and to recommend changes ·l : 
Until some such group of intereste,, and even aroused, citizens 
take a deep interest in this problem, it is 1irmly believed that many of 
I 
the municipalities will continue to bungle along as best they can and, at 
least to the clerks, in old familiar ways. 
/ 
I 
/ 
\ 
•. 
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l!iX.BIBIT I 
gUESTIONNAIRE COVERING REAL ESTATE TAX 100. 
ipality~---------------------------
REAL ESTATE T.AX 
Information on commitment sheet: 
A. Is it the same as· on valuation sheet? Yes D NoD 
B. If answer is No: 
1. Is commitm!tl. n heet~ep&r~d as. a separate operation from valuation 
sheet? Yes .No . 
2. How does i ormatio n valuation sheet diffe~ from that on commitment 
sheet? · 
(If more space is needed to answer questions, please use reverse side of forms,) 
Preparation of valuation sheet, commitment sheet, and tax bills: 
A. 
B. 
o. 
Number of operations required D 
1. Three separate r:rat;ons 
2. Two operations 
&· Valuation/c itment sheet as one operation and bill as sep~ate 
opeli'ation n .· . . 
b. Ooromitment~eet and bill as one operation and valuation sheet as 
so:parate or:rtion 0 
;. One operation 
Type of 'maohinhies . ed: 
l, Typewriter D 
2. Bookkeep in aohine ( J?J .. ease name) 
,3. IBMn or Rem. RandO _____ ......_ _______ _ 
4. othar'O (Please ~:Lgnate) _______________ _ 
' 
Trut bill: 
l. Two ... pe.rt form 
a.. Dem~ oopuep!\lled only as required .. and in a. separate operation 
Yesu No 
b. If answer s esj demand copy is 
(1) One ... pa.rt ?orm 0 
( 2) Two ... pe.r·t:t· rm 0 
2. Three-pa.r·b form D 
a.. If th:ree!k·pa.r · orm, third part, is used a..e demand copy. Yes 0 No 
(1) If answer :La ti£, what is it used for?< _____ ..,...... __ ........_ _ 
Four ... pa.r'b ;form n . . 
a. If four-p~orm, third and Jourth par.ts are used as demand copies. 
YesD NoU · . 
. (1) If' answer is H.£~ wha~b are they used for? _________ _ 
4. darbo:nned .forms used. YesO No . ·o· o··. 5. NOR (No Carbon Required) paper use •. Yes . No 
6. If answers to both 4 and 5 are No; wha·b is used?------..------· 
QUESTIONNAIRE COVERING POLL TAX lOl. 
ipality __________________________ ___ 
PoLL TAX 
Information on commitment sheet: 
A. Is it the same as on valuation sheet? 
B. If answer is No: 
Yes 0 NoD 
1. Is commitment sheetaepared as a 
sheet? Yes n No 
separate operation from valuation 
2. How does inforfuatio n valuation 
sheet? 
sheet differ from that on commitment 
(If more space is needed to answer questions; please use reverse side of forms.) 
Preparation of valuation sheet; commitment sheet; and tax bills: 
A. Number of operations requ~red 0 
1. Tbree separate ocrrat~ons 
2. Two operations 
a. Valuation/co 'tment sheet as one operation and bill as s~parate 
operationn 
b. Oommitment~eet and bill as one operation and valuation sheet as 
se. varate or:rion 0 3. One operation 
B. Type of machine~. ed: 
l. Typewriter U O ' 
2. Bookkeeping machine (~lease name) 
3. IBMn or Rem. Randn ----------------
4. oth~D (Please CreSignate) ________________________ _ 
0. Tax bill: 
1. Two-part form 
a. Demand copuepared only as required and in a separate operation 
YesO No · 
b. If answer ~s es; demand copy is 
(l) One-part form 0 
(2) Two~part formo 
2. Three-part form n .. 
a. If tbree-parDorm; third part is used as demand copy. YesO NoD 
(l) If answer is No; what is it used for? ______________________ __ 
3. Four-part form n . 
a. If four-part-form, third and ~ourth parts are used as demand copies. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
YesO NoD · (l) If· answer is No; what are they used for? ___________________ __ 
Oarbonned forms used. YesO 
NOR (No Carbon Required) paper 
If answers to both 4 and 5 are 
~~Ja) Yes 0 No D 
No; what is used? ____________________ __ 
EXHIBIT III 
QUESTIONNAIRE COVERING PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX 102. 
ipality 
--------------------------------
PERSONa PBDPERTY' TAX 
Information on commitment sheet: 
A. Is it the same as on valuation sheet? 
B. If answer is No: 
Yes D NoD 
1~ Is commitment. sheetaeparsd as a 
sheet? Yes n No 
separate operation from valuation 
2. How does irJo-rrhatio n valuation 
sheet? 
sheet differ from that on commitment 
(If more space is needed to answer qurstions, please use reverse side of forms.) 
Preparation of valuation sheet, commitmtlnt sheet, and tax bills: 
A. Number of operations required D 
1. Three separ_ate rperations 
2. Two operations 
a. Valuation/commitment sheet as one operation and bill as separate 
operation n 
b. Oommit~ent~eet and bill as one operation and valuation sheet as 
S8j)arate Orrtion 0 
3. One operation 
B. Type of machine~ u ed: 
1. Typewriter U D 
2. Bookkeeping machine (~lease name) 
3. IBMD or Rem. Randn -------------------
4. other D (Please de.Signate ),...--------------------
0. Tax bill: 
L Two-part form 
a. Demand coptJ:epared only as required and in a separate operation 
YesO' No · 
b. If answer ~s es, demand copy is 
(1) One~part form 0 
(2) Two-part formo 
2. Three-part form n D 
a. If three-par~orm, third part is used ~s demand copy. YesO No 
(1) If answer is No, what is it used for?·_.----~----~------------
3. Four-part form n , 
a. If four-partiorm, third and ,fourth parts are used as demand copies. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
YesD NoD (l) If' answer is No., what are they used for? _____________ _ 
Oarbonned forms used. YesO No 
NOR (No Carbon Required) paper 
If answers to both 4 and 5 are 
YesO NoD 
what- is used? 
--------------------
EXHIBIT IV 
QUESTIONNAIRE COVERING MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE 103. 
lality 
~--~~--~----------~-------
:nformation on commitment sheet: 
,, Is it the same as on valuation sheet? Yes 0 NoD 
l. If answer is No: 
1. Is commitment sheetCJrepared. as a 
sheet? Yes n No 
separate operation from valuation 
2. How does inforfuatio n valuation 
sheet? 
sheet differ from that on commitment 
If more space is needed to answer questions, please use reverse side of forms.) 
'reparation of valuation sheet, commitment sheet,; and tax bills: 
Number of operations required D 
1. Three separat. e r.pr.a.tions 2. Two operations 
a. Valuation/commitment sheet as one operation and bill as separate 
operationn 
b. Oommitment~eet and bill as one operation and valuation sheet as 
separate orrtion 0 3. One operation 
:, Type of machin-e..{£.) u ed: 
1. Ty-pewriter U ·-
2. Bookkeeping machineD (J?J.ease name) 
3. IBMO or Rem. RandrJ . --~---------------------------
4. other D (Please CJ."Bsignate ) ___ --"'"'"~---~-----.......... -------~ 
Ta:x: bill: 
1. Two-part form 
a. Demand coptJ:_ repared only as required and in a separate operation 
YesO No · 
b. If answer ~s .. es, demand copy is 
(1) One-part form 0 
( 2) Two~part form 0 .· 
2. Three-part form n · · · · 
a. If tht'ee-parDorm, third part is used as demand copy. YesO NoD 
(1) If answer is No, what is it used for?~~~~~---~~~~~~ 
3. Four-part form ll 
a. If four-partlorm, third and ·fourth parts are used as demand copies. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
YesO NoD (1) If answer is No, what are they used for?~--~~~--~~~~-
Oarbonned forms used. YesO No 
NOR (No Carbon Required) paper 
If answers to both 4 and 5 are 
YesO NoD 
what is used? 
~~~~~--~~-----
EXHIBIT V 
QUESTIONNAIRE COVERING VARIOUS ASPECTS 
TAX COLLECTOR 
CASH RECEIVING PROCEDURE 
Collection of bills: 
A. Cash receipts book 
l. Hangwritten 0 or typewriter used 0 
2. Bookkeeping machine us.ed 0 (Please name) 
l04. 
3. IBMO or Rem. Rand 0 ---------
4. other (Please designate) 
-----------------------------------------
B. Approximate number of credit distributions in Cash ,Receipts book: 
l. 1-20 D, 21-30 0 ) 31-40 0, 41-50 0 , more t:han 5o 0 . 
C. Posting is made to commitment sheet from: 
L Copy of bill 0 
2. Cash receipts book 0 
D. When posting payments against commitment sheet) tax collector posts: 
1. Date paid and amount paid 0 
2. Date paid only O 
E. Cash received by tax collector is deposited in an account in the name of: 
l. The tax collector; later, a check is drawn on this account to transfer 
to :treasur~r 0 
2. The treasurer 0 
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT 
Payment of invoices and payrolls: 
A. Method of preparation: 
l. Typewriter O 
2. Bookkeeping machine 0 (Please name) 
3. IBM: D or Rem. Rand 0 -------------
4. other (Please designate) 
----~----------------------~------------
B. With respect to invoices: 
L Are checks and check register prepared at same time? Yes 0 No 0 
C" With respect to payrolls: 
l. Are checks and payroll register prepared at f!ame time? Yes 0 No O 
2. In addition, are earnings records posted at the same time as check/ 
register? Yes 0 NoD 
a. If answer is No, how are earnings records maintained? _______ __ 
E~tjbi\'Y\ 
"a\ucdrcn lUI.._.. 
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
TOWN OF BROOKLINE 
1961 REAL ESTATE TAX COMMITMENT WITH ASSESSMENTS AND CHARGES 
FORM 38 THIS FORM APPROVED BY THE COMMISSIONER OF CORPORATIONS AND TAXATION 
NAME AND ADDRESS 
OF PERSON ASSESSED 
LOCATION 
I DESCRIPTION OF EACH PARCEL OF LAND OWNED BY EACH PERSON . 
NUMBER AND STREET 
BUILDINGS 
OF ALL 
KINDS 
D E SCRIBED 
NAMING BY 
T HE USE 
0 F EACH 
.-
VALUE OF 
BUILDINGS 
·--
NO. SQUARE 
FEET IN 
EACH LOT OF 
LAND 
''" 
·---
-
·-
- ·-
-~ 
. 
VALUE OF 
LAND 
-· 
-- - ~ -~· 
•" 
-
r= 
-
TOT. VALUE 
EACH PARCEL 
OF 
REAL ESTATE 
I 
.----
: 
! 
II 
II 
1-· 
ll 
~I 
I! 
i 
! 
T 
SPECIAL ASSESSMI 
LIST COMMITTED INTEREST UNDER 
TAX TO WHICH I'T APPLII 
MOTH I SEWER STREE' 
=~ - F-
I~-
, __ 
--· . ·-· 
·~ ,---
.-'" 
-·-- ... t-·~--
--
I 
I 
·-
--. 
~ -~ 
I 
- f-
-· ---
oc . -~ 
-- ·- . ·-
-
-~ 
-
--
11 
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-
--
,-
- -~ - -
;I 
c~mun-- "11 
toMMlTI'ENT 't\EE-T 
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
PAGE TOWN OF BROOKLINE 
1961 REAL ESTATE TAX COMMITMENT WITH ASSESSMENTS AND CHARGI 
FORM 38 THIS FORM APPROVED BY THE COMMISSIONER OF CORPORATIONS AND TAXATION 
-- = 
-
__, 
-II II II 
CHARGES 
AND INTEREST TAX TITLE ABATEMENT AMOUNT PAID DATE 
FEES 
I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
~ 
. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
-
9 
- .-~ ~·-~ -~,, 
, __ 
10 
11 
12 
u 
• 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
• 
20 
' - ---
·- ' 
-
-
-
EX:HIBI T VIII 
ONE-PART TAX BILL WITH STUB 
Original Bill 
00965 3 THE COMMONWEALTH O F MA SSACH USETTS CITY OF BEVERLY 
Date of Issue 
I I 
O FFICE OF THE C OLLEC TOR OF TAXES Tax Year 
You are hereby notified that your POLL TAX ts ~ $2 00 
POLL TAX nor paid when due is subjen to penalties of Interest, 
3; cents for demanJ charges and fees. 
POLL TAX remaining unpaid for more than 30 days 
Iftcr the dace of this notice is subject to 4°6 interest 
from dace due. 
ANY APPLICATION for abatement or exemptiOn must be hied 111 
wriring ON AN APPROVED FORM wl[h rht Board of Assessors 
o n or before Ocrober 1, of tax year. 
HIS IS YOUR CO PY DETACH AND RETAIN 
Office Hours: 8:30A.M. to 5.00 P.M. Mondays through Fridays. 
This form approved by Commissioner of Corporacions and Taxacion. 
Demand 
Charges and Fees 
Interest 
Total 
Collector of Taxes 
Demand Copy 
050017 THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS CITY OF BEVERLY 
O P'I'Ica OP TH• COLL.CTOit OP TAXU 
In compliance with the law, I hereby DE)IAND of you 
payment of your Poll Tax for the year above. You are 
hereby notified that unless said TAX together with interest 
and THIRTY-FIVE CENTS for this DEMAND is paid wirhio 
FOURTEEN DAYS from the date of this notice, collection 
will be ENFORCED ACCORDING TO LAW. CHARGES, FEES 
and INTEREST as accrued, will be added to and collected as 
a part of this tax. 
HIS IS YOUR COPY DETACH AND RETAIN 
()flee Hoan: 1:30 A. II. co 5.00 P.M. MoiHia:p tlaro"'lo friU,.. 
nia form appr.,.ed bJ Commisal.,.er of c_,...rloao ... T...._ 
POLL TAX 
Demand 
ChuFs and Fees 
Interest 
Total 
S2 00 
3 
01 
S2 36 
107. 
009653 
COLLECTORS'S COPY DETACH 
RETURN WITH PAYMENT 
POLL TAX $2 00 
Demand 
Charges and· Fees 
1----t---
I ntcrcsr 
Total 
DE TAC H H E R E 
MAKE CHECKS OK ORDERS PAYABLE TO THE CITY Of 
BEVERLY. MAIL TO COLLECTOR OF TAXES. FOR RECEIPT, 
enclose: a s1ampcd addruscd envelope \\i[h enrirc bill. 
050017 
COLLECTORS'S COPY DETACH 
llETURN WITH PAYMENT 
POLL TAX 
Demand 
Charges and Fees 
lntereat 
Total 
$2 
S2 
00 
35 
01 
36 
DETACH HERE _. 
IIAU CIIICII 0& O&DID ·-· TO THI en"\' Oil 1119111¥ _,!Mit. TO CGI.UCTOa Of TAUS. 10& IIICIIPI', ........ , .......... ......,. .... _.... 
EIHIBIT IX 
'IWO-PART TAX BILL 
Original and Demand - Carbonned 
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
TOWN OF BROOKLINE 
OFFICE OF THE COLLECTOR OF TAXES 
108. 
NOnCE OF 
REAL ESTATE TAX 
January 1, 1961 
You are hereby notlfted that your 1961 REAL ESTATE TAX upon the following described pa~l of land Is as foiiGW11 
$ 
TAX MOTH Sewer I Betterment I Comm. Int. I Water Lien I 
All payments must be to the Town of Brookline. Office Houno 8o30 a.m. to 4 p.m. except Saturdays. 
TAX PAYABLE at the Collector's Office, Town Hall, (329 Washington Street) 
Form 208 This form approved by Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation. 
Page Une I 
Location Buildings Value Buildings 
land Area Value Land Tot. Valuation 
IIOTR BOIINDI POl liS, WDmiROP. IIAII. 024710 
Total Tax 
$ 
Demand'--------
Charges 
and fe,~--------
lnterestt--~------
Total$ 
1961 TAX RATE 
Per $1000 
School Rate $ 
General Rate $ 
Total Rate $ 
MATTIIIW S. McNIILLY 
CoBector of leur. .. 
• 3' 
r-i 
>4 
~ 
H 
IXl 
~ 
~ 
~ 
f;;i ; 
One Demand Copy - Carbonned 
--- __ .. --
! 
1960 TAX RATE NOTICE OF 
Per $1000 THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS REAL ESTATE TAX 
School Rate $ 19.77 Town of Belmont 
JANUARY 1, 19Ca 
General Rate $ 33.23 
Total Rate $ 53.00 OFFICE OF THE COLLECTOR OF TAXES 
You are hereby notified that your 1960 REAL ESTATE TAX. upon the following described parcel of land is as follows: 
I Form 208 A. W. L.&Co. . LAND EXCLUSIVE OF BUILDINGS BUILDINGS EXCLUSIVE OF LAND TOTAL LOCATION VA LUI! I AREA VALUE DESCRIPTION VALUE 
LOT 
PAGE AND NAME AND ADDRESS TAX TOTAL TAX LINE TOTAL COMM• WATE'R AND SEWER STREET ITTED INTEREST LIII"NB ASSESSMENTS 
, 
Due and payable in full on July 1, 1960. THIS TAX MUST BE PAID IN FULL. 
Taxes not paid when due are subject to _penalties at $1.00 for demand and charges and fees. 
DEMAND Taxes remaining unpaid after November 1 are subjed to 4o/o interest from October 1. 
FOR RECEIPT, ENCLOSE ADDHESSED E~VELOPE WITH ENTIRE BILL. FOR INFORMATION RE-
CARDING THE TAX ASSESSED, INQUIRE OF THE BOARD OF ASSESSORS. Any application kr CHARGES abatement or exemption must be fi led in writing ON AN APPROVED FORM, with the Board of AND FEES Ass.,..sors on or before Oct. 1, 1960. (See Chapter 444 of the Acts of 1954). 
All payments must be to the Town of Belmont. Mail to Collector's Of!ire. INTEREST TAXES PAYABLE at the Collector's OIIice, Totvn Hall, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Daily excepting Saturday. 
Tltis form approved by Commissioner of Corporations a,nd Taxation. 
TOTAL FRANCIS J. LALLY 
Colle~tor of Taxes 
--- ------·'- - --- - -- -- -- ·- ·- ·- - ··--·- - ·- - ·---- - - ---------- ---- - - - ·---- - - -
- - " -
FORM &08 
School Rate 833.70 
General Rate 826.30 
Total Rate 860.00 
110. 
EXHIBIT n 
THREE-PART TAX BILL 
One Demand Copy 
TAX RATE 
$60.00 
perM 
NCR Paper 
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
TOWN OF WELLESLEY 
OFFICE OF COLLECTOR OF TAXES, TAYLOR BLOCK 
1961 
You are hereby notified that your 1961 Real Estate Tax as follows: 
DESCRIPTION 
OF BUILDING 
, VALUE 
OF BUILDING LOCATION 
TAX 
ARI!A VALUE OF LAND 
SEWER SEWER HOUSE CONN. 
This tax 
due and 
payable 
in full 
1-------.-,-1---.--
1 
----;---I'NTE-rsTI 
JULY I, 1961 
WELLESLEY, MASS. 
L 
All payments 'W'st be to, or to the order of, the TOWN OF WELLESLEY. 
For receipt, enclose a stamped addressed envelope with bill. Mall to Collector of Taxes. 
For information regarding this notice, mquire of the Board of Assessors. 
Taxes not paid when due are subject to penalties of $1.00 for demand, and charges and fees. 
Taxes remaining unpaid after November 1 are cubject to 4% Interest from October 1. 
Thlo form approved by Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation. 
Any application for abatement or exemption 
must be flied In writing ON AN APPROVED 
FORM with the Board of Assesson on or 
before October 1 , 
1961. 
Office Hours: 
Mon. to Fn. 
8:00A.M. to 
4:00P.M, 
---- ~-=-=..;""---=---~=-=----=-.;....==~~~---· --~---~~-~ ~ ---·--------
Sr.(ITH B.UBINIESS FORMS 
H~ I ~ , 
Larbo-Jnap waNTHRoP e2, MAsa~~ocHua~s 
STREET 
NOTICE OF 
REAL ESTATE TAX 
January 1, 1961 
TOTAL 
VALUATION 
TOTAL 
Demand 
Charges & Fees 
Interest 
Total 
ARTHUR K. WELLS, 
CollectorofTwres 
1961 Tax. Rate per f1000 
School Rate 818.05 
General Rate 840.35 
Total Rate 858.40 
EXHIBIT XII 
FOUR-PART TAX BILL 
Two Demand Copies - Carbonned 
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
«:::ITY OF EVERETT 
OFFICE OF THE COLLECTOR OF. TAXES 
111. 
Notice of 
REAL ESTATE TAX 
January I, 1961 
You are hereby notified that the 1961 REAL ESTATE TAX upon the followlng·descrlbed parcel of land Ia ao follows: 
LocaUou1 Laod Area Value Land Dee. of Bldgo. Valae Bldp. Total Valuatl-
• • 
Tax dae aDd payable July I, 1961, THIS TAX MUST BE PAID IN FULL. 
Taxes not paid wben due are subject to penalties of 81.00 for demand, charges and feea. 
For receipt, enclose addressed envelope with entire bill. For JDformatioo regarding thb aotloe, 
Inquire of the Board of Aae .. or•. Any application for abatement or exemption must be filed io 
writing oN AN APP .. OVED rou< with the Board of Assessors on or before October I, 1961. See Chapter 
4H of the Acts of 1954. Taxes unpaid alter November I are subject to 4% interest from Ottober I. 
e 
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Page Lmel 
EVERETT 49, MASS. 
L _j 
All PC1YJD8Dia must be to the CITY of EVERETT. OFFICE HOURS: 8 A.M. to 4 P.M. 
Cloeed Satw:dayo. llloaday Enn!ngo 7 P.M. to 9 P.M. when City Councll Ia In aeaolan. 
F01m 208 This form approved by Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation. 
• 
TAX 
• 
Demand 
Chal'1Je& 
and Fee• --------
lnterut 
Total •·-------
CoDector of Tuxee 
a 
lXI 
s 
E-i 
~ 
8 
J&. 
:r: 
u 
~ 
w 
a 
1-
0 
z 
0 
a 
Two Demand Copies - NCR Paper 
-'-....#J~~_.~._____,...... ............... "...---.c•-..--.t· ............... -·~~~ ~ . ~~ ._J 
.. .. __, 
' -
. -
---
. ~ _ _,- - . . 
_ <~ ·-.J - ~-": -"o •-J•__..--i·- _.~__,..__ _....,...._..;~ --ilf''-i·.-.;i •.,..j#t._;,jP-..jj r•__. ,__.~-· _ , -
. ., ~ co#--THE COMMONWEALT OF MASSACHUSETTS 
1961 NOTICE OF 1961 TAX RATE $79.00 ON $1,000 Town of ~tone ham REAL ESTATE TAX SCHOOL RATE $33.70 
OFFICE OF THE CO January 1, 1961 GENERAL RATE S4S.30 LECTOR OF TAXES 
TOTAL RATE $79.00 
PAY THIS AMOUNT YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT YOUR 1961 REAL ESTATE TAX UPON THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED PARCEL OF LAND IS AS FOLLO S: 0 
LAND 
HOtE 
BUILDINGS SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS WATER TOTAL TAX BILL NO. NAME AND ADDRESS LOCATION OF TOTAL TAX COM. ANO AREA OTHER LIEN PROPERTY IF DIFFERENT VALUE GARAGE VALUE SEWER STREET SIDEWALK WATER MAIN INTEREST ASSESSMENTS ACRES I SQ. FT. BLDGS. 
.. k 
~ . ~ 
' 
STONEHAM 80, MASS. 
. 
... 
,. 
DEMAND Taxes due and payable in full on July 1. 1961. All payments must be to the Town of Stoneham. For receipt; enclose an 
Tax PAYABLE at the Collector's Office, Town Hall. CHARGES 8c FJ:;ES addressed envelope with entire bill. Taxes not paid when due are subject to penalties of $1.00 for demand, charges and fees. ~.U~ l'emllinins unpaid lifter November 1st are subject to 4~ interest from October 1st. For information regarding this Notice. 
Office Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. Closed Satnrday. GEORGE H. HOLDEN •nqUire of the Board of Assessors. Any application for abatemeor or exemption must be filed in writing ON AN APPROVED 
Tuesday evening 7:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. except June, July and AngusL Collector of Talles INTEREST FORM with the Board of Assessors on or before October 1, 1961. See Chapter 444 of the Acts of 19l4. 
THIS TAX MUST BE PAID IN FULL. MAIL TO COLLECTOR OF TAXES. FORM 208 This foim approved by Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation. TOTAL 
• 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ~ I~~~ 
i I
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
113. 
EXHIBIT XIV 
FIVE-PART TAX BILL 
Three Demand Copies - Carbonned 
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
TOWN OF FRAMINGHAM 
Nodce of 
REAL ESTATE TAX 
January 1, 1961 OFFICE OF THE COLLECTOR OF TAXES 
You are hereby notified that your 1961 TAX upon the following deocrlbed parcel of REAL ESTATE Is ao followa: 
TAX 
Tax due aad pa~le July I, 1961. THIS TAX MUST BE PAID IN FULL, 
Taxes not paid when due are subject ro penalties of ONE DOLLAR for demand. charges and fees. 
For receipt, enclose a stamped addressed envelope with entire bill. FOR INFORMATION REGARDING THIS 
NOTICE, INQUIRE OF THE BOARD OF ASSESSORSa Any application for abatement or uemption must 
be filed in writing on an APPROVED FORM with the Board of Assessors on or before October 1, 1961. See 
Chapter 444 of tbe Acts of 19.S4. Tua unpaid after November 1 are subject to 41o interest from Oa:ober 1. 
LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION LAND AREA 
VALUE LAND VALUE BLDG. TOTAL VALUE 
All paym- mut be to the Town of Fnmlapom. TAX PAYABLE at the CoDoetor'o Offlee, 
Me-.lal BuDding, Framlagham. OFFICE HOURSo 8:30 A.M. to 5 P.M. Cloaed Sotardayo. 
Fozm 208 Thia foltlll approved by Commiallioner of Corporalione ancl Taxation. 
Demaad 
Char g .. 
ud Feee 
later.t 
TOTAL 
ToUd •----------------
1961 Tax Rate per t1000 • 
School Rate 832.75 
General Rate 833.75 
Total Rate 866.50 
BILL 
NO. 
CoUeetor of Tas.• 
Levy7 
No •. ____________ __ 
EXHIBIT XV 
FOUR-PART WATER RATE BILL 
Two Demand Copies - Carbonned Form 
t;ITY OF EVERETT 
WATER DEPARTMENT 
114. 
July 31, 1961 
EVERETT, MASS. 
a er aes e an Wt Rt Da dP bl tOffl aya e a ceo o ec or n f City C II t wltbl TWENTY DAYS f om D t ae 
Period Ending METER READINGS IN 100 CUBIC FEET CURRENT 
PRESENT 
I 
PREVIOUS 
I 
CONSUMPTION CBABGBS 
July 1, • 
lllNIJIUM RATE IN ADVANCE 
For IDformatloa regarding lhb bill Inquire at the Oflloe cd the Water llttgUtraz. 
METER 
LOCATION 
DEMAND __________ _ 
TOTAL -----------
~...-draha, ot tii.ODey cm:le11 muat be made payable ID U.. Cl'rY OP II'IIRE'l't. U reoelpt Ia desired, encloee em addre11ed alamped 
envelope with entire bilL Wben paying ill oaah, pleaae pre-* :bolla biU cm4 atu)). Jf paying by ohect, send atub only with your cheat. 
OF'FICE BOUIISo 8 A.M. to 4 P.M. Clooed S.tanla:JL lloadaJ E.--,o 7 P.M. to 9 P.M. whea City CoaaeU Ia Ia .-• 
......, __ .. ,._. ____ _ 
COMBINED CHECK REGISTER AND WARRANT 
~~~--r-~----~------~----~--~--~----~----~----~~----~--- ~~=~--------------------~----------------------~~------------------------------------__, 
INVOICE 
E NUMBER AMOUNT 
CHARGED TO ACCOUNT 
NUMBER AMOUNT 
TOTAL 
AMOUNT 
TOWN OF WINCHESTER 
TREASURY WARRANT NO. _____ __ _ 
REMARKS NAME AND ADDRESS OF VENDOR 
PAY TO EACH OF THE PERSONS NAMED IN THE ABOVE WARRANT THE SUMS 
SELECTMEN 1 TO THE TREASURER OF THE TOWN OF WINCHESTER: ;o;;:==::;;;;:;::::::::::::::==============- SET AGAINST THE RESPECTIVE NAMES, AMOUNTING IN THE AGGREGATE TO$ ---- ---~
. ~-----------------------~--~~DwC~H~A~G~E~TLH~E~S~A~M~E~T~O~T~H~E~A~C~C~O:U~N:T~S ~IN~D~IC~A~T~E:D~.~----------------~------------------_j 
